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1. The programme for the second Industrial Development Decade for Africa 
covering the last ten years of this century, contained in this document is the 
result of joint and co-operative thinking of African Governments, African 
policy-makers, African planners, African scholars, African officials and 
African managers. The programme which has emerged is not a rigid centralized 
model thrust on the African governments. It has come from the grass roots. 
It has been prepared by individual countries based on the realities of their 
current socio-economic situation. It reflects the joint will of the African 
people. 

2. The fundamental premises on which the programme for the second IDD~ are 
based, include: 

* - the frank recognition that Africa is the poorest region of the world 
and that despite the efforts which have been made over the past thirty years, 
Africa continues to be an area of poverty, ignorance and dependence. 

* - the fiil!l belief that this deplorable situation can and must be 
changed, keeping in view Africa's enormous natural rescurces and the will of 
its people to become equal partners in the international community. 

* - the re-affirmation of the concepts and goals of the Lagos Plan of 
Action and the objectives set out in the first IDDA, namely the attainment of 
self-reliance and self-sustainment. 

* - the conviction of the need to tra~sform Africa from a continent 
largely pruducing and exporting primary commodities to a more balanced economy 
which in addition to agriculture and fcod production, will also produce the 
goods and services which Africa needs and consumes. 

* - the recognition that such a transformation and the consequent 
achievement of self-reliance, can only come about through the process of 
industrialization. 

* - the need to plan the industrial development of African countries on 
the basis of the!r domestic strengths and natural resources and to make the 
maximum use of domestic factor inputs. 

* - the recognition that industrial development should, under no 
circumstances, be at the expense of healthy agricultural growth and food 
production, whir.h are undoubtedly high priority areas and the further 
recognition of the intimate intet-relationship between agriculture and 
industry. 

* - the nee1 to ensure thLt industrial development in Africa will not 
cause environmental degradation. 

* - the anticipation and hope that the international community will 
extend its assistar.ce, technically and fin&ncially, to the efforrs being 
promoted in IDDA 11. "'bile welcoming such bilateral and multilateral aid, the 
recognition that tied finar.cial aid be so adjusted that it supports the 
development of the recipient country. 
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*- while welcoming such bilateral and multilateral aid, the firm belief 
that the principal responsibility for the execution of the programme rests 
fairly and squarely, on the shoulders of the African governmenrs and peoples. 

* - the belief that, while African governments will necessarily have to 
play a lead role in formulating industrial policies, in building the required 
infrast!'Ucture and in creating an enabling environment, the success of the 
programme will need the fullest participation of the p~ivate sector, foreign 
investors, small-scale industry, the self-employed, professionals, managers 
and the people as a whole. 

* - in consequence, the urgent necessity of building and strengthening 
African capabilities in planning, administration, technology, management and 
entre~reneurship, a major factor in promoting self-reliance. 

* - the need to learn from the lessons of the past and in particular to 
ensure the productivity and optimum performance of industrial investments. 

* - the necessity of promoting South-South co-operation particularly for 
seeking technological solutions more adapted to the ~onditions of developing 
cour.tries. 

* - the recognition that the size and vulnerability of most African 
countries makes it virtually impossible to pursue paths of isolation and calls 
for the creation of wider markets and joint investments on the basis of 
reg!onal and subregional co-operation, creation of subregional markets and 
penetration of export markets on a competitive basis. 

* - the firm conviction that Structural Adjustment Programmes would not 
succeed unless they are integrated into national development plans to achieve 
indu3trialization and satisfaction of the basic needs of the people. 
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3. The starting point of planning fo~ the second IDDA must necessarily be a 
candid ap~raisal of what actually transpired during the previous decade 
(1981-90/, the period covering the first IDDA. This exercise has to be done 
courageously and shorn of rhetoric, in order to learn from the lessons of the 
past and to direct the new programmes on more realistic lines. 

4. Such an appraisal was ~ade in 1988 by an independent team of experts, 
whose report was e~dorsed by an inter-governmental group of officials and 
finally by the Council of African Ministers of Industry at its meeting held at 
Harare, Zimbabwe in May 1989. 

5. The principal findings of the review are the following: 

1. Identifying the character of IDDA I 

6. IDDA I was a composite set of approaches including a proclamation of 
goals, a set of guidelines, techno-economic guidance regarding core and 
strategic industries and estimates on the quantum and direction of suggested 
industrial investments. 

7. The strength of this composite approach was the definition af goals 
emerging from the Lagos Plan of Action, the provision of a broad framework 
within which individual countries could design their industrial development 
strategies and the flexibility which was left to individual countries to 
develop their industrial plans based on their own circumstances. 

8. On the other hand, the approach was over-optimistic about the practical 
possibilities of ~aking maJor industrial investments ~nd achieving ~egional 
co-operation. It did ~ot pay adequate attention to the economics 3f 
investment and to resource availability. 

2. Developments during the decade 

9. Well-intentioned as the conception of IDDA I was, it was overtaken by 
circumstances. Amongst the internal factors which adversely affected the 
programme were unstable political situations, natural calamities, excessively 
high population growth, low productivity, poor performance of public 
enterprises and an over-dominant position of the state sector with inadequate 
involvement of entrepreneurial forces. Among the adverse external factors 
were world recessionary conditions, decline in commodity pric~~, rise in costs 
of imported inp~1ts and reduction of external aid in real terms. 

10. In consequence of the above factors, the performance of African econon1ies 
during the decade was most disappointing. Per capita incomes declined, 
agricultural output did not keep pace with population growth resulting in :ood 
deficits; the investments in core and strategic industries did not materialize 
and output from existing capi':al assets was discouraging low. At the end of 
the decade, Africa faced a very heavy debt burden, having risen 19-fold since 
1970. The stark reality of Africa's performance is revealed by the fact that 
in 1987 Sub-Saharan Africa with a population of 450 million had a GDP of 
US$135 billion, equal to that of Belgium, which has only 10 million 
inhabitants. 
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11. This dismal record and the crisis facing Africa was recognized by African 
leaders and during the course of the decade, some significant developments 
occurred including: 

Adoption of the APPER declaration of African Heads of State and 
Governments, laying particular stress on agricultural development 
and debt reduction; 
Adoption by ~he United Nations General Assembly of UNPAAERD which 
lent support to the APPER approach; 
Adoption by several African countries of Structural Adjustment 
Programmes and policy reforms guided by the World Bank and 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), which wer~ not entirely in line 
with the Lagos Plan of Action and the strategy of IDDA I. 

3. Responses of national governments to IDDA I 

12. It was abundantly clear that the success or otherwise of the first IDDA 
would depend on the nature and intensity of the response of the national 
governments to the guidelines which were issued. 

13. In principle, the African countries unreservedly supported the concepts, 
goals and strategies of the Lagos Plan of Action and of IDDA, in particular 
the objectives of self-reliance and self-sustainment, promot1on of the use of 
domestic factor inputs and stimulation of internal engines of growth. The 
national governments endorsed the view that industrialization held the key to 
socio-economic advancement. Most of them adopted national planning as an 
instrument of development and shared the belief in pan-African solidarity and 
regional co-operation. 

14. In practice, however, the implementation of the first IDDA was not quite 
so encouraging. With very few exceptions, the African countries did not set 
up focal points or co-ordinating committees or prepare investment portfolios 
of core and priority industries or deploy resources specifically for IDDA 
projects, all of which were visualized under the guidelines. This seeming 
indifference to the guidelines should not be interpreted as a lack of 
enthusiasm on the part of the nation£! governments for the strategy of IDDA. 
The view tak~n was that existing mechanisms of Ministries of Industry, 
Planning and Finance were adequate for the purpose and the creation of new 
organisms might have been counter-p~oductive. This is a pragmatic view which 
needs to be respecte1 in designing the modalities of implementing the second 
IDDA. 

4. Other important findings 

15. Of equal significance in the appraisal of the first IDDA and providing 
pointers to the second IDDA are the following: 

a) An area of great concern is the low utilization of capacity, low 
productivity and inadequate input-output ratios of existing 
industrial assets, pointing to rehabilitation as a key area for the 
second IDDA; 

b) The poor performance of public sector enterprises with their heavy 
losses, inadequate business management, lack of autonomy, political 
and bureaucratic interference. This is a matter of considerable 
concern because of the dominating role so far played by State 
enterprises in a majority of African countries; 
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c) Inadequate domestic savings, absence of capital markets and lack of 
an indigenous entrepreneurial class. In consequence, the domestic 
private sector has so far played a relatively minor role, 
particularly in the large scale sector. It is however heartening to 
note the steady growth of a national small-scale sector and an 
entreprenurially-oriented self-employed ~roup; 

d) While there was a concentration of effort in the creation and 
expansion of capacity, this was not matched by the building of the 
required capability. Self-reliance demands the upgrading of African 
skills in the form of entrepreneurs, managers, high-level 
professionals, middle level supervisors and skilled workers. 
Skilled manpower is also needed in maintenance, procurement, 
marketing and research and development; 

e) The physical infrastructure in the shape of transport and 
communications, roads, railways, ports, telephones and 
telecommunications remained very poor. This was a disincentive to 
industrial investme&t and foreign participation; 

f) The institutional infrastructure also left much to be de~ired. 
Schools, colleges, research institutions, banking and financial 
institutions, require strengthening. Government departments need to 
have an attitudinal change, frum regulators of industry to promoters 
of industry; 

g) Regional co-operation is one of the key-stones of IDDA and all 
African countries have strongly voiced their support for joint and 
co-operative action. While some successes have been achieved in the 
work of PTA, SADCC and ECOWAS, the setting up of joint industrial 
ventures and c0mmon markets remains an unrealized dream; 

h) Finally, there is the major issue of finance. The ambitious plans 
for industrial development in the first IDDA were not backed by 
adequate capital funding and were hence unrealizable. The second 
IDDA would need to be based on realistic estimations of available 
capital investment resources. 

16. This brief survey of some of the weaknesses in the execution of the first 
IDDA, recorded by the evaluation team, was endorsed by the Council of African 
Ministers of Industry. The strategic approach to the second IDDA, while 
re-affirming the basic goals of the first IDDA, would need to address itself 
to these critical issues to ensure the success of IDDA II. 
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III. ?REPARATION OF NATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR THE SECOND IDDA 

17. The essence of the strategic approach to the designing of the second IDDA 
is the idea that each member country should be directly involved in its 
preparation. This building-up from the grassroots was felt necessary for two 
reasons: (1) the programmes which would so emerge would be realistic and based 
on pragmatic considerations ~rising cut of the environmental situation in each 
country; (2) this involvement in the preparation of the national programm~s 
would ensure the full commitment of each country to the execution of the 
activities planned for the decade. 

18. It was for these reasons that the ninth Confere •• ce of African Ministers 
of Industry invited all African countries to elaborc~e their national 
programmes for the second IDDA. To assist the member states in this task, the 
three secretariats of OAU, ECA and UNIDO issued a frwuework and guidelines. 

19. The nature and intensity of the response of the member states is an 
indicator of their commitment to the second IDDA and their desire to promote 
industrialization in an orderly manner. Judged by this criterion, the second 
IDDA has cert~inly made an enthusiastic commencement. 

20. With the recent inclusion of Nanibia, there are fifty-one member states. 
As many as forty-two have already completed the preparation of their national 
programmes for the second IDDA and have made them available to ECA and UNIDO. 
These countries include Algeria, Angol~, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, 
Cote d'Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopi~, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, 
Guines-Bissau, Kenya, ~esotho, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritiu~, 
Mozambique, Niger, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. 

21. In another two countries, the preparation of the national programmes is 
at an advanced stage and the documents are expected shortly. These include 
Malawi and Rwanda. 

22. Thus it will be noted that eighty per cent of the preparatory work has 
already been achieved with forty-four countries having completed their task. 

23. It is hoped that before the tenth meeting of the Conference of Afr!can 
Ministers of Industry scheduled to be held at Dakar, Senegal in June 1991, ali 
fifty-one national programmes will have been completed. 
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I. PATHWAYS TO DEVELOPMENT - A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

24. At the commencement of tne second IDDA, the member states have before 
them an enormous pool of ideas and experiences, empirical data and alternative 
strategic approaches. Above all, they can survey the realities of their own 
environments. 

25. The methodological approach for preparing the programme for the second 
IDDA is fundamentally different from that of the first IDDA. There has been 
no attempt to propose an inflexible model of industriul development. The 
national programmes for the second IDDA have been prepared nationally. They 
are based on the hard bed rock of the environmental circumstances and 
realities of each member state. The aggregate of the fifty-one national 
programmes will constitute the heart of the second IDDA. 

26. The nistorical perspective, which is outlined below, is provided only as 
a background against which the member states have designed their national 
programmes for the second IDDA. The policies and strategies underlying the 
second IDDA are derived from the national programmes. 

27. In conceptualizing the approach to the second IDDA, four factors have to 
be taken into consideration: 

1. Industrialization is a part of a wider exercise of promoting 
socio-economic development. It would be unrealistic to plan for 
industrial development in isolation. It is an integral part of tht 
total development strategy. 

2. In ~lanning the second IDDA, we are not writing on a clean slate. 
There are almost three decades of developmental planning and an 
inhe~itance of past attempts to promote industrialization. The new 
decade commences with the legacies of the past and with a body of 
experiences and lessons learnt during the process of industrial 
growtn. 

3. The approach to development has not remained static and inflexible. 
While the basic goals of achieving self-reliance and 
self-sustainment have remained constant, the manner in which these 
desirable objectives can be attained has gone through a dynamic and 
evolutionary process. Over the years, a great deal of conceptual 
thinking has gone on, seeking to find the optimum model for Africa's 
development. 

4. The industrialization of Africa will be affected by and must take 
note of global economic developments in particular the restructuring 
of Europe in 1992, the opening up of Eastern Europe, the entry of 
China into world markets and the rise of the Newly Iudustrializ~d 
Countries. 

28. Before embarking on the complex task of de~igning the second IDDA, it is 
imperative that an analytical examination be made of past experie~ces and the 
progression of developmental thinking. 
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29. Commencing in the early sixties, all African countries became independent 
and emerged as sovereign countries, masters of their own destinies. While the 
colonial heritage varied from country to country, the pattern wa~ remarkably 
similar. On the positive side, one must in fairness, record that colonial 
rule left behind: 

a basic structure of administration and law; 
a basic physical infrastructure of roads, railways and ports; 
a substantial mining industry (copper, diamonds and other ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals); 
a well established plantation economy (tea, coffee, cocoa and other 
internationally marketable cash crops). 

30 On the clearly negative side, are the following elements, which ha\•e 
plagued African development: 

Whatever development occurred was for the benefit of colonial 
settlers or for the "metropolitan" countries and the trickle-down 
benefits to Africans was negligible; 
Whatever physical infrastructure was developed was directed towards 
linking the colony to the "home land" and not to the inter-linking 
of Africa; 
There was an excessive preoccupation #ith promo~ing primary products 
for export, without attempting to achieve man•1facturing valce added 
in the colony; 
There was barely any Gemblance of industrialization, except perhaps 
in countries with large white settler communities, who enjoyed the 
benefits thereof; 
A total dependence was created on the import of capital, 
intermediate and consumer goods, making the continent vulnerable to 
the vagaries of commodity prices and conseq~ent inability to pay for 
imports; 
Little attempt was made to develop an institutional infrastructure 
particularly educational institutions, research and developme~t; 
Africans skills and capabilities at entrepreneurial, manage~ial, 
professional and skilled worker levels remained undeveloped. 

31. A feature of the colonial heritage was the "balkanisation" of Africa and 
its fragmentation into artificial units of all shapes and sizes, which has 
destroyed the economic cohesion and vialility of the continent. 

32. While recording these adverse effects of colonial rule, it needs to be 
remembered that most African countries have now been independent masters of 
their own destinies, for almost three decades. There is need for 
introspection about whether progress has been made since then and if not, why 
not? Is it possible that part of the problem lies in adoption of unrealistic 
national policies, wrong priorities and inadequate national management? 
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2 . THE LAGOS PLAN or ACTION 

33. During the 1960s and 1970s, many newly independent African countries 
embarked on progrannes to diversify the export destination of their primary 
products, to encourage domestic processing of primary products and to launch a 
prograane of import substitution. These approaches did not promote any 
appreciable results, -----~e the efforts were piecemeal in nature and did not 
seek to transform the socio-economic and structural pattern of the economy. 

34. In July 1978, the Monrovia Declaration was adopted by Heads of State and 
Governments of the OAU, pronouncing the goal of self-reliant and 
self-sustaining development. In April 1980, the Heads of State and 
Governments of the OAU adopted the historic Lagos Plan of Acti~n, as an 
instrument for the implementation of the Monrovia Declaration. The Lagos Plan 
of Action was an integrated programme of development covering a~l sectors of 
the economy - food and agriculture, industry, natural resources, human 
resources, science and technology, transport and communications, trade, 
finance, energy and the environment. 

35. The undtrlying splrit of the Lagos Plan of A;tion was the vision of 
African self-reliance and self-sustainment. A complementary document, the 
Final Act of Lagos, committed the member states to the concept of regional and 
subregional co-operation. 

36. In the decade of the eighties, member states incorporated the philosophy 
of industrialization enunciated by the Lagos Plan of Action in their national 
development plans. Programmes for self-reliant growth promotion of core 
industries, full integration of the people in industrial development, 
reduction of the gap between rural and urban developruent and regional and 
subregional co-operation were essential features of development strategy. 

3. THE FIRST IDDA 

37. The first IDDA (1981-1990) was a creation of the Lagos Plan of Action and 
an integral part of it. Its aim was to translate the Lagos Plan of Action 
goals into the arena of industrialization with the following objectives and 
strategic approaches: 

(a) To use industrialization as a means of attaining self-reliance and 
self-sustainment; 

(b) To reduce traditional dependence on f~rces and factors outside the 
continent; 

(c) To promote internal engines of growth; 
(d) To increase the use of domestic factor inputs; 
(e) To promote tht establishment in Africa of core and strategic 

industries; 
(f) To develop critical national capabilities, human, institutional and 

infrastructural, for project design, prQject execution, negotiating 
skills, mobilization of financial resources, support services, 
entrepreneurship and business management; 

(g) To promote re5ional and subregional co-operation as a practical 
means of enlarging markets, establishing multinational core projects 
and strengthening the interdependent physical and human 
infrastructure. 
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38. The decade of the eighties was disastrous for Africa. In terms of 
economic performance, the record is very disappointing. Per capita incomes 
have declined; agricultural output has not kept pac~ with population growth, 
leading to food deficits; the massive investments envisaged by IDDA have not 
materialized; and the industrial output of existing capital assets is 
di~couragingly low. Africa today faces a heavy debt burden. In effect, the 
dependency factor has not been reduced, the industrialization of Africa has 
not become a reality and, to state the position in its stark reality, Africa 
today is poorer than it was at the commencement of the Decade in te['llls of per 
capita income. 

39. The reasons for this disappointing performance are both endogeneous and 
exogenous. Among the internal factors were a very high population growth, 
natural disasters such as floods, famines and desertification, unstable 
political conditions, inadequate economic policies characterized by unbalanced 
development of urban and rural areas, low productivity and unsatisfactory 
returns on investments and an over-dominant position of the State in the 
development process, with inadequate involvement and motivation of 
entrepreneurial forces. Among the external factors are the world recessionary 
conditions; decline in the price of commodities; rise in costs of imported 
equipment and technology; and reduction of external aid in real terms. 

40. This ursatisfactor record and the underlying reasons for it are well 
rec~gnized by African ieaders. To meet the crisis, two significant actions 
were taken midway through the Decade, which affected the course of IDDA: 

(a) Adoption of the APPER declaration of African Heads of State and 
Government, which laid particular stress on agricultural developme:.t 
and debt reduction; 

(b) Adoption of ~NPAAERD, which lent support to the APPER approach and 
highlighted the need for economic reforms. 

5. STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES - THE INTERVENTION OF THE WORLD 
BANK/IMF IN AFRICA 

41. A major development in recent years and one which will influence the 
course of the second IDDA, is the adoption by a large number of African 
countries of Structural Adjustment Progranunes (SAP) linked to the grant of 
Structural Adjustment loans provided by the World Bank and foreign currency 
facilities provided by the IMF. Of the fifty-one member states as many as 
thirty-five are presently under these arrangements. Reccurse to the 
assistance of the World Banlc and IMF was found to be imperative because of the 
economic crisis which the majority of the African countrie~ faced and as a 
matter of sheer survival. 

42. The acceptance of World Bank/IMF assistance is predicated on the 
ac~t·~tance by the recipient country of a set of policies, which IBRD/IMF feel 
would provide a realistic basis for growth and development. The package of 
policy approaches include: 

(1) The belief that the market la a more efficient mechanism for 
promoting optimum resource allocation than state planning and 
"dirigisme"; 
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(2) The adopti~n of realistic exchange rates which reflect the true 
value of tne co\Dltry's currency and vhich will promote exports and 
not place a rreaiua on imports; 

(3) Positive interest rates, higher than the rate of inflation, which 
will encourage savings; 

(4) Trade liber&liz~tion and removal of bu=eaucratic constraints; 
(5) Avoidance of large budgetary deficits; 
(6) Avoidance of subsidies; 
(7) Encouragement of private entrepreneurship, "privatization" and a 

lessening of the role of parastatals. 

43. Prima facie, it would seem that the development strategy proposed by the 
World Sank and that adopted by the Lagos Plan of Action and the first IDJA 
wer~ not entirely on the same wavelength. The Bank's approach was esse~tially 
private sector and market oriented. The Lagos Plan of Action and the first 
lDDA vere not ~ased on "Laissez-faire". They proposed the achievement of 
self-reliance &nd self-sustaiD1Dent through activist state action, through 
~rganized and conscious state planning, thr6ugh a state guided role o~ public 
sector as an instrU1Dent of development. 

6. AFRICAN ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORK CAAF-SAP) 

44. AAF-SAP recommenrls that the critical focus of the region's d~velopment 
should b~ on the transformation of Africa's present primarily exrhange 
economies into predominantly production economies; the greater and more 
effective in~olvement of all socio-economic institutional grou~s in the 
development process through ·efficient allocation of resources; and the 
production and accessibility of the people to essential coamoJities ard 
servicen. In this respect, AAF-SAP makes a critical link with the productive 
s~ctors p&rticularly agriculture and industry. 

45. Th~re are four major implications of both the framew~rk and the overall 
policy inst~,•~nts as well as the human-centredness of A/,F-SAP on the 
industrial sector. Fiest, the strengthening and divers~fication of the 
production sector require that African econo~ies shoul~ be transformed from 
the present predoLin&nce of r3w ~aterial production f~r export to industrial 
economies producJng a variety of m&nufactures goods ior both local use and 
export. Secondly, there must be drastic changes in the pattern of investments 
such that resourres 3re shifted from co1111er=ial and speculative activities to 
the public and ~rivate industrial sector for both large and small-scale 
induJtries. Thirdly, the satisfaction cf domestic demand from the majority of 
the population, especially !n the rural a~ricultural sector. Fourthly, 
AAF-SAP requires the creation of a broad-based structure of research and the 
building up of a critical mass of scientific and technological manpower. 

46. The implication of such an approach calls for a total coamitment to 
industrializat!on by the political le~dership and decision--makers in Africa to 
ensure that Africa will set up indostries that produce basic commodities such 
as iron and steel, fertilizers, capital gooas and essenti•l consumer goods 
like food, cloth, agricultursl impleaents, semi-durable goods, household 
items. These include, in the lor.g run, heavy industries that are 
indispensable for building up the technological and ind~strial base necessary 
for ensuring a sustained rate of industrializatfcn. They also include, in the 
short and medium-run, sma~l-scale industries that are re.quired to achieve the 
tw!n objectives of increasing employment and adequate supply of consumer goods. 
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47. It should be fully recognized for the establishment of both he~vy 
industries and technological infrastructures, African governments, taken 
individually, may not have the necessary capability. Indeed, a major thrust 
of the progranne for the second Industrial nevelopment Decade for Africa 
should be the promotion of •ultinational or subregional enterprises In 
chemical, •etallurgical, engineering, agr·.>- and forest-based, and building 
material industries. Thus, subregional integrated progr ... es including 
specific projects should be agreed upon in all subregions. Similarly, 
regional scientific and technological institutions that were set up to promote 
the development of research and technological aanpcwer should be str~ngthened. 

7. THE WORLD BA.1'K'S LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE STUDY 

48. At the same time as the Conference of Minist~rs of Industry had set up a 
mid-tef'll evaluation team to assess the success or otherwise of the fir3t IDDA, 
the World Bank appointed a high-level team to examine the success or otherwise 
of Structural J.djustment Prograa;es and to examine the possibility of 
alternative development approaches. 

49. The findings and recomcendations of the World Banlt team have been 
published in a Long-Ter1t Perspective Study entitled "Sub-Saharan Africa - From 
crisis to Sustainable Grovth". Among the important conclusions which impact 
on IDDA and presumably vill influence World Banlt approaches to African 
development are: 

1. While the highest priority must be given to agriculture and food 
security, this should under no circumstances stop African industrial 
development. Thus vhile proposing a 4 per cent annual growth in 
agricultural output, it is suggested that industrial output should 
rise at a much larger rate. 

2. Growth by itself will not alleviate poverty or provide food 
security. Income distribution and poverty alleviation programmes 
have to be vart of a long-term strategy of equitable growth. 

3. TI1e adoption of a realistic set of public policies by itself is not 
enough. There is a need to promote African entrepreneurship to 
capitalize on the open business environment. These are by no means 
limited to the artisanal level but can be sophisticated and 
hi-techology levels. 

4. A high concentration should be devoted to improving the productivity 
of existing capital assets, to make them generate surpluses. They 
should be assets not liabilities. 

5. The key lies in the creation of "an enabling en-.dronment" for higher 
productivity - vith the following parameters: 

capability building at the national, political, civil service, 
planing and information levels; 
capability for effective economic management; 
incentive systems; 
development of the physical infrastructure; 
science and technology infrastructure; 
handling the external environment (trade and aid). 
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8. THE MID-TERM EVALUATION TEAM'S RECOPW!ENDATIONS FOR THE PROGRAMME OF 
THE SECOND IDDA 

50. While making its evaluation of the results of the first IDDA, the 
Independent Group of Experts took into consideration not only the empirical 
evidence of what had actually transpired in and , but also the changing 
patterns of strategic approaches to industrialization which emerged during the 
decade of the eighties, which have been earlier summarized. 

51. The findings of the Mid-Tera Evaluation Team h&ve been outlined in Part I 
of this document. The Team's reco .. endation wa~ that the design of the second 
IDDA should be modest, realistic, manageable and attainable, so that by the 
turn of the century, some positive advance cou:J be acllieved. They proposed a 
twelve point action prograane covering the fol.jwing areas: 

1. Rehabilitation of existing enterprises; 
2. Revitalization of public secto~ enterprtses; 
3. Preventive maintenance and spare parts; 
4. Development of agro-industrial l!".~&ges; 
5. Entrepreneurship development; 
6. "arket orientation; 
7. Attracting foreign investment; 
8. Development of the physical infrastructure; 
9. Development of institutional infrastructure; 
10. Strengthening of the banking sector; 
11. Regional and subregional co-operation; 
12. Human resource development. 

52. The Team emphasized that "the underlying thread is the building up of 
human and institutional capabilities and of material resources. It is only on 
this vital base that Africa can reduce its external dependency and create the 
much desired internal engines of growth". 
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II. THE STRATEGIC APPiOACH TO THE SECORD IDDA AS REFLECTED nf THE RATIONAL 
PROGRAPIG:S - NEW ORIENTATIONS 

53. The b~sic goals of the second IDDA are not fundamentally different from 
those adopted for the first decade. l'bey spring from the concepts of the 
Lagos Plan of Action. The vision continues to be that of a progr ... e to end 
the over-dependency which African countries have on the industrialized world, 
to prOlh'>te internal engines of growth, to build on Africa's wealth and natural 
resources and progressively to achieve self-reliance and self-sustainment. 

~4. There has however been a major departure in the "llOdus operandi" of 
preparing the programe for the second IDDA. The Urst IDDA was 
conceptualized and articulated at a centralized level. A lead role was played 
by OAU, ECA and UBIDO in drafting the programe for the first IDDA and the 
Conference of African Ministers of Industry in endorsing it. The member 
states were at the receiving end of strategies, priorities and programes 
prepared at these centralized levels. They played no direct or participatory 
role in the process. 

55. Preparations of the prograane for the second IDDA have moved to the 
national level. Each member state has undertaken the task of framing a 
national progra11111e for the second IDDA using the services of local experts. 
This has ensured a sense of pragmatis•. The programmes are designed keeping 
in mind the realities, environmental circumstances, natural resources and 
prioriti~s of each member state. 

56. The national programmes on the basis of which this document has been 
prepared have all re-iterated the LPA objectives. In most of the national 
development plans, these goals have been explicitly articulated. There is, 
however, a perceptible change in the strategic apprcach to achieve these goals 
which clearly emerges from a perusal of the n~tional programmes. This is 
largely due to the experiences of the first decade, the changing world 
environment .uid the adoption by a large number of African countries of World 
Bank sponsored Structural Adjustment Programmes. 

57. Amonb the important components of this modified strategic approach, the 
following are the most significant: 

1. Optimizing inter-linkage between industry and agriculture 

58. The second IDDA recognizes that it is a grave fallacy to view 
agricultural and industry as competing sectors, one growing at the expense of 
the other. In reality, the fortunes of the two sectors are intimately 
interlinked thus: 

the efficiency of agriculture depends greatly on industrial methods 
of storage, processing and preservation of crops; 
Agricultural outputs are critical inputs for industry (textiles, 
food processing, edible oils etc); 
Industrial outputs serve as inputs to agriculture (implements, 
tractors, fertilizers and pesticides); 
A prosperous agriculturftl coamunity generates surplus incomes and 
thus widens the effect! ·e demand for consumer and intermediate goods 
produced by industry; 
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Exported agricultural surpluses bring in foreign exchange earnings, 
badly needed for imported of components, spares and industrial raw 
materials. 

59. The national progr8.181es have incorporated wide ranging schemts to promote 
agro-industrial linkage and to develop agro-based and food-processing 
industries. 

2. Concern at the poor performance of existing industrial investments 
plans for rehabilitation. and need to improve public enterprise 
performance 

60. During the first IDDA and in earlier years, investments were mad~ in 
industrial projects, although funding and other constraints did not permit 
investments of the desired scale. Well intentioned as these investments were, 
they did not pay off. Massive problems have arisen in technology absorption 
machinery maintenance and management. The net result has been that 
input-output ratios are sub-optimal, consumption co-efficients are below 
standard, productivity is low and capacity utiliz~tion is below break-even 
point. It is roughly assessed that the average capacity utilization of 
African industries ranges between thirty to forty per cent. In consequence, 
many of the industries set up are running at a los·, and some are at point of 
bankruptcy. 8Pcause a great number of these plants are in the public sector, 
they have been kept going through state subsidies and have thus become a 
burden to national exchequers. 

61. All the national programmes have voiced their concern at tnis situation 
and have therefore placed the highest emphasis on rehabilitation and 
reconstruction of existing assets. It is recognized that industrial output 
can be doubled on the basis of existing assets with marginal investments in 
de-bottlenecking. One lesson has clearly been learnt namely that all further 
investments must ~e preced~d by carefully prepared and considered feasibility 
studies. 

62. The earlier investments in Africa have been mainly in the public sector. 
In a way this strategy was inevitable in the absence of capital markets and an 
organized domestic prime sector. ~urther the massive funds involved called 
for public investment. Unfortunately, African public enterprises have not 
lived up to expectations. Apart from problems relating to under-utilisation 
of capacity and low productivity earlier noted, the public enterprises have 
lacked business management skills and attitudes. They nave been become flabby 
and over staffed, bureaucratic in their procedures and dominated in their 
functioning by politicians and Government officials. There is a great deal of 
ambiguity on the question of corporate goals - financial objectives versus 
social objectives. Unhappily a large proportion of public enterprises are 
today running at a loss. 

63. Tl•e national programmes h~ve unhesitatingly noted this dismal picture and 
a major plank of the programmes is the reconstruction of public enterprises. 
There is a demand for better performance and for returns on public 
investments. The programmes r~cognize the need to strengthen public 
management, clarify goals and grant adequate autonomy to the enterprises. 
While recent trends point to a halting of the expansion of the public sector 
in industry, it is clear that they will still continue to play a vital role 
during the second IDDA and hence their performance will in a large measure 
determine the success of the decade. ' 
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64. At the co1111encement of the second IDDA, one trend is clearly noticeable 
namely a policy direction in favor of liberalization, opening up of 
oversheltered economies, lessening of state controls, licensing and regulatory 
restrictions and encouragement to the growth of an African entrepreneurial 
community. 

65. The success of t~e second IDDA will depend, to a very great extent, on 
Africa's ability to widen and strengthen its national entrepreneurial and 
managerial base. 

5. The importance of the informal and small-scale sectors 

66. Fortunately, there does exist in Africa a remarkably vibrant base on 
which it will be possible to build this projected entrepreneurial co1111unity, 
namely the informal and small-scale sectors. A study of the recent economic 
history of many African countries which have gone through periods of internal 
turmoil shows that it is the informal and small entrepreneurs t~at have kept 
the economies going. As things stand today, the bulk of their activity is in 
the nature of trading. But, in the process, business skills and cost 
effective management of men, materials and money have been developed. What is 
needed is to transfer these skills to the industrial sector. 

67. From experience, it is found that investments in small enterprises is 
less heavy in relation to installed capacity, creates relatively higher job 
opportunities which makes them attractive in the context of growing 
unemployment in African countries. The development of small enterprises is 
more flexible that the creation of giant enterprises which have enormous 
implications on national economies. Furthermore, small enterprises are 
excellent vehicles for transfer of technology and promotion and managerial 
skills. 

68. Most of the national programmes have recognized this asset and have 
proposed measures for strengthening and developing the small and medium 
sectors cf industry. What is cont~mplated is a progressive process of 
graduation to larger scales of industrial activity. 

69. In this context, the second IDDA recognizes that industrialization is not 
necessarily equated only with huge investments and the creation of giant 
industries. In many advanced industrialized countries, small and medium 
industries are playing a very significant role, complementary to large-scale 
industry or even competitive to it. If by the year 2000 a well organized and 
efficient base of small and medium industries springs up in Africa, it will 
provide the real take off point for African industrialization in the 
twenty-first century. 

5. A new emphasis on market orientation 

70. The first IDDA lafd strong emphasis on ch~ need for l!1dustrial 
investment, the growth of manufacturing value added and the utilization of 
domestic factor inputs. While the second IDDA will continue to stress these 
alma, which continue to to be valid, a consciousness has grown about the 
necessity of developing marketing strategies for industrial outputs and the 
need for cost-effectiveness, international competitiveness, quality control 
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and consumer service. While it is recognized that over-protection in 
import-substitution industries, has tended to breed inefficiencies, the 
complete withdrawal of protection to infant industries might destroy Africa·s 
efforts to industrialize. To the extent to which industrial production is 
intended for export, it must necessarily meet exacting international standards 
and must be strong enough to face international competition in terms of 
quality, price, delivery and after-sales service. As a first step in this 
di:ection, the second IDDA will endeavor to pt~mote intra-African trade and to 
build up regional and subregional connon markets. 

6. Stimulating an Industrial Culture 

71. On the basis of past experience, African planners and policy makers have 
been asking themselves the questions "What is the key to industrialization? 
What is it that has created successful industrial societies? 

72. The simplistic answer that industrialization will be achieved throu~h 
acquisition of technology, investments in plant, equipment and machinery and 
by aiming to enhance industrial output, has not been found satisfactory. 

73. A number of other ingredients a~e needed to stimulate the process of 
industrialization such as: 

prudent selection of investments based on carefully prepared 
feasibility studies and project reports; 
accurate cost estimations; 
operating plants at optimum capacity; 
high levels of productivity; 
planned systems of preventive maintenance; 
periodical upgrading of technological processes; 
marketing strategies and market orientAtion; 
generation of surpluses; 
cost eff~ctiveness and international competitiveness; 
generation of enL~epreneurial: manageria~ and technical skills. 

74. The entire package results in the creation of an industrial culture, 
which tends to be self-perpetuating. No better example can there be of the 
Lagos Plan of Action's call for self-reliance and self-sustainment. 

7. Promoting regional and subregional co-okeration 

75. The concept of regional and subregional co-operation was an integral 
element of the Lagos Plan of Action and the first IDDA. Considerable progress 
has already been made in setting up regional organizations and institutions, 
promoting intra-African trade and stimulating co-operative efforts in building 
and linking the physical infrastructure. However, the establishment of joint 
ventur~s of African countries to set up industrial projects has not so far met 
with adequate response. 

76. A major thrust of the second IDDA will be the promotion of such Aftican 
mul~inational enterprises along with co-operation in support services such as 
technology and informative services. This component of the second IDDA will 
be dealt with comprehensively in Part II of this document. 
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77. While industrialization is an imperative for Africa's economic 
development, it is necessary while implementing the second IDDA that there 
should be an awareness of the dangers to the environment arising out of 
haphazard and unplanned industrial expansion. Chemical a.~d metallurgical 
industries are generators of industrial pollution. Forest based industries 
could create deforestation and soil erosion. Food processing industries have 
to take great care about the levels of toxicity in food processing chemicals. 
Fisheries can be adversely affected by the discharge of effluents into river 
waters. 

78. The national programmes do make references to the question of 
environmental protection. Of specific concern is the degradation of forests 
and the pollution of African rivers. Environmental protection measures would 
include: 

frP~ing of appropriate environmental legislation; 
prescription of toxicity and pollutant levels; 
strict enforcement of environmental regulations; 
scrutiny of project reports with reference to anti-pollation 
measures; 
decentralization of industries to avuid over crowding of 
metropolitan areas. 

79. The second IDDA will seek to: 

(a) To enhance awareness in African countries of industry-related 
environmental problems and to encourage the formulation of 
industrial policies and strategies related to the environment; 

(b) To ensure the prevention of environmental and resource degradation 
through the adoption of cleaner technologies, enhanced energy 
efficiency in industry and the recycling and utilization of 
industrial wastes; 

(c) To integrate the adverse impact of existing industry through 
effective pollution control; 

(d) To continue to improve mutually beneficial inter-country and 
inter-agency co-operation in the areas of policy formulation, 
adoption of cleaner technologies and the control of industrial 
pollution through such measures as utilizing institutional ar.d 
industrial capacities in both developed and developing countries for 
the solution of environmental problems. 
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III. IMPORTANT PUBLIC POLICIES 

(1) Rational planning 

80. One message comes clearly through, on a perusal of the documents 
underlying the Lagos Plan of Action and the first and second IDDA, namely that 
the industrial development of Africa cannot be left to chance. It can come 
about only through a conscious effort of each member state. Implicitly, this 
points to the need for national developmental planning. Rational plans would 
necessarily have to harmonize with Structural Adjustment Plans in countries 
which have adopted SAPs, but the national plans provide a long term 
development perspective, within which short term programmes would need to fit. 

81. Despite differences in political and economic environments in the African 
countries, there is a strong communality in the definition of national goals. 
They include, inter alia: 

elimination of poverty; 
raising GDP and per capita income; 
employment generation; 
agricultural development and food security; 
full utilization of domestic national resources; 
human resource development; 
advancement of rural areas; 
export promotion; 
stabilization of the balance of payments and reduction of the debt 
burden. 

82. Industrialization ls perceived as one of the main instruments in 
achieving the stated national go2ls. Some of the national plans have 
specified the nature of the country's industrial objectives such as: 

to rehabilitate existing industries, especially those producing 
essential goods for local consumption, so that they can produce at 
near full capacity; 
to create self-sufficiency in basic consumer goods; 
to restructure the industrial sector to promote goals of an 
independent, integrated and self-sustaining national economy, with 
forward and backward linkages within between sectors, especially 
between a@riculture and industries; 
to harness indigenous scientific capability intended to adopt 
appropriate technology, with full involvement of artisans, 
technicians and professlon~ls; 
to lay the foundation of new industries on the basis of resources 
and utilization of local raw materials; 
to encourage the growth of a healthy private sector and fr~e 
enterprise business by creating a favorable environment; 
to diversify the economy through accelerated growth in manufacturing 
and trade; 
to stimulate export activities and encourage increased processing 
and value added in import-substitution industries; 
to provide more productive job opportunities to citizens, 
particularly in the rural areas; 
to encourage and support opportunities for citizens in the 
management and ownership of business; 
to 'protect the interests of consumers and workers. 
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83. Most of the national plans have a time frame r::tnging from three to five 
years. In many cases, because of crisis situations, the pl3ns in effect 
became annual plans. The second IDDA has a wider time horizon of ten years. 
The national programmes have been so cast. It is therefore assumed that with 
the adoption of the national programmes for the second IDDA, the three or five 
years Developmental Plans which will cover the period of the nineties will 
incorporate the project proposals contained in the national programmes and 
will allocate resources appropriately. 

(2) Creating an enabling environment 

84. There is increasing recognition in Africa that the pace of 
industrialization is, in a large measure, dependent on the existence or 
ct"eation of what is currently described as an "enabling environment", an 
atmosphere which is conducive to investment, sensitive to the difficulties 
facing industrial managements and problem solving in character. Partly such 
an enabling e~vironment comes into place with an efficient physical 
infrastructure and a supportive institutional infrastructure. The creation of 
these back-up infrastructures is a key programme area in the second IDDA. 

85. But this is not enough, In between the adovtion of industrialization 
goals, the ~ndustrial investments and the productive management of industry, 
there lies an area of national management which has a determining influence, 
namely the formulation and implementation of public policies which have a 
positive impact on industrialization. It is these policies which really 
create the enabling environment. 

86. Since these policits are formulated at national level~, Governments 
undoubtedly are major actors in the drama of industrial development. The 
evolution of an appropriate industrial policy framework is consequently a 
matter of major concern in the second IDDA. This framework would need to 
address itself to a ~eries of issues such as: 

The approach to national plar.ning; 
The articulation of policy goals; 
The degree of state intervention of a regulatory nature (licensing 
regulations); 
The degree of state intervention of an investment character (the 
extent of the role of the public sector); 
Policies relating to taxation; 
Import-export policies and regulation relating to the allocation of 
foreign exchange; 
Pricing and subsidization policies; 
Attitudes towards the private sector; 
Attitudes towards the foreign investment (nature of investment 
codes). 

87. There is very ~ittle need to elaborate on the influence which this set of 
policies has on healthy industrial gro11th. African planners and investors 
have experierces of their Olin countries of the impact which these policies 
have. A survey of the national programmes brings out the consciousness w~~ch 
the member states have of this matter. A great deal of tfme and effort 11as 
gone into making "an agonizing appraisal" of •.he past. Bast:..: "~:.~ .. each 
country has attempted to rlraw out a policy approach for the second IDDA period. 
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88. While it is clear that the package of public policies influencing 
industrial development will vary from country to country, an analysis of the 
national programmes reveals a remarkable consensus in approach. 

89. While all the member states have continued the practice of preparing 
national development plans, there has been a major attitudinal change in 
approach. The National Plans are no longer perceived as highly centralized 
and rigid allocation of national resources and comprehensive masterminding of 
the national tconomy. They are perceived as providing a framework and a set 
of objectives and are indicative in character. 

90. There is a strong move towards market orientation and the promotion of 
competitive forces. There is a clear trend towards opening up and 
liberalization of the economies and the promotion of African 
entrepreneurship. Parallelly there is a trend towards reducing the 
investments and further expansion of the public sector in industry. 

(J) Implementing public policies 

91. Three points need to be stressed at this stage. 

92. First, it is not good policy to institute a set of policies which will 
remain unchanged throughout the second IDDA period. While stability of public 
policy is an important consideration to investors, rigidities can be 
counter-productive. During a period of ten years circumstances, both domestic 
and internationali may undergo changes. A set of policies conceived on the 
basis of today's scenario should have the necessary flexibility to adapt to 
changing circumstances. The policy framework therefore needs in-built 
monitoring and ear~y warning signals. 

93. Second, the effectiveness of public policies depends as much on how well 
they are conceived as how well they are implemented. Simple as this 
proposition may sound, past experience has shown that there is a g~eat scope 
for improvement of the machinery of Government and public agencies. There is 
need for an attitudinal change from one of regulation to one of promotion. 
Bureaucratic rigidities might defeat the spirit of the second IDDA. This 
points to the urgent need to review the functioning of existing institutions 
and to promote an industrially-orient~d training programme for public 
officials. 

94. Third, governments arc so organized that policies are in practice 
f~rmulated by different ministries and agencies. Th~re is a hidden danger of 
working at cross purposes. The promotion of teamwork and co-ordination is an 
essential element. The second IDDA is conceived as a network of inter-related 
and inter-dependent policies and activities aimed at advancing 
industrialization. Task forces and inter-disciplinary working groups need to 
be actively and continuously engaged. 
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II.2. ENGINEERING AND ALLIED METALWORKING SECTOR 

II.3. CHEMICALS SECTOR 

II.4. AGRO-INDUSTRIES AND FOOD PROCF.SSING 

II.5. FOREST BASED INDUSTRIES 
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I. COhSOLIDATION PROGRAMMES 

1.1. REHABILITATION AND REGENERATION OF EXISTING INDUSTRIES 

1. The nature of the problem 

95. An area of fundamental concern and one which constitutes a major plank in 
the second IDDA is the question of rehabilitation of existing industrial 
investments. It must be frankly recorded that in this respect the record of 
Africa has been appallingly poor. Industries which were set up during the 
first IDDA and even earlier are languishing and have shown a dismal 
performance in terms ~f capacity utilization, productivity, input-output 
ratios, consumption co-efficients, cost effectiveness and profitability. 

96. Feasibility studies and project reports, which should normally precede 
industrial investments, assume certain break-even points based on an 
anticipated and attainable utilization of installed capacity. 
Under-utilisation of capacity, for whatever reasons, destroys the viability of 
these investments. The average level of capacity ut~lization of industries in 
African countries varies between 30 per cent to 40 per cent. There is even 
the extreme case of the integrated steel plant operating at 2 per cent of 
capacity, a virtual closure. That the problem of under-utilisation of 
capacity is a curable one has been acimirably demonstrated in some countries 
where average capacity utilization has now been brought up to the highly 
satisfactory level of seventy per cent. 

97. In almost all the countries which have prepared their national programmes 
for the second IDDA, there is an unhesitating recognition that past industrial 
investments have not performed well. Equ~lly there is an explicit recognition 
that, before, going in for further large-scale industrial investments, the 
first priority must be rehabilitation, modernization and revitalization of 
existing industries. 

98. This critical situation was also recognized in APPER which set among the 
new priorities for the development of the industrial sector: the 
rehabilitat!on and rationalization of existing enterprises; maintenance and 
production of parts; and the building up of managerial and entrepreneurial 
capabilities. 

99. The Conference of African Ministers of Industry at its ninth meeting 
emphasized the need to rehabilitate selected key industrial plants in African 
countries, within the context of an appropriate macro-economic and industrial 
policy framework, as an initial step towards industrial ~egeneration. 

2. Remedial mcasu~es 

(a) Diagnostic studies 

100. The key to this programme lies in the undertaking of diagnostic surveys 
of ailing industries, to ascertain the real causes of under-utilisation, on 
the bap·a of which meaningful rehabilitation measures can be adopted and 
~ppropriate resources allocated for the purpose. 

101. It is heartening to note that such diagnostic surveys have been commenced 
in most of the African countries. As recorded in the national programmes and 
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in other surveys of ailing industries in the ~ontinent, the following emerge 
as the mrjor causes of under-u~ilisation of capacity and low productivity: 

1. Wrong investment decisio~s 

102. In these very \Dlfortunate cases, the cause of the trouble ~as at the very 
inception of the project. Investments made without feasibility studies or 
project reports or on the basis ~f faulty and \Dltested assUl!ptlons in regard 
to technical feasibility, availability of raw materials and ability tc ... rket 
the products, were doomed to failure. A clear lesson ~as to be drawn for 
future investments. Whether these past investments can be salvaged or not 
would have to be examined on a case to case basis and if necessary a 
courageous decision may need to be taken to wind up the project. 

2. Unworkable technology 

103. Some projects have failed ~ecause of the adoption of new technologies 
which have not been proven. It is sad to note that in some cases, Africa has 
been used as an experimental laboratory. African investors need also to 
appreciate that technologies which work in the conditions available in the 
industrialized world may not be suitable for the existing conditions in Africa. 

3. Downtime due to breakdown3 of machinery and equipment 

104. This is one of the commonest causes of low utilization and is primarily 
due to absence of planned systems 01 preveutive maintenance and 
non-availability of spare parts. In turn the problem is exacerbated by the 
chronic shortage of foreign exchange for the import of components and spares. 
This is a fruitful area for regeneration programmes. 

4. Low capacity due to lack of adequatP raw materials and other inputs 

105. If industrial investments are planned on the basis of the IDDA principle, 
namely the use of domestic factor inputs, this problem shculd not normally 
arise. However, if the industry concerned is dependent on imported raw 
material, the problem is similar to that of spare parts. 

5. Inadequate supply of energy 

106. Industries depend upon a steady supply of power and its regular 
availability is a major factor making an investment. Breakdowns in power 
supply, power cuts and fluctuations in voltage have obviously adverse effects 
on production. 

6. Downtime due to industrial conflict 

107. Thia is a growing problem in Africa. Industrial production can be very 
badly affected by labor problems - strikes and go-slow on the part of the 
workers or lock-outs by management. Absenteeism is also rampant particularly 
where workers are simultaneously agriculturists. 

7. Inability to market the products 

108. Even in cases where projects are technically sound and where no 
constraints regarding inputs arise, the major question is whether the 
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production at full capacity can be marketed. It would be normal to assume 
that estimations of market dniand are made before the investment funds are put 
down. But this is not always so. In •any countries there is over-capacity in 
SOile industrial sectors, or alternatively domestic industry faces unfair 
competition froa i•ports and cannot aatch guality and price. The capability 
to export is also determined by cost-effectiveness and competitiveness. It is 
in this context that regio~al markets assume particul&r significance. 

109. A detailed analysis of capacity unaer-utilisation in African countries 
aLd a comprehensive identification of prohlea areas is contained in ECA's 
"Tech..~ical Publication on Measures Required for Removing Pr~sent Sector in 
African Countr~es" {ECA/IBD/POL/00;/88, May 1989). 

{b) An integrated apprcach to rehabilitation 

110. It will be noted that the problems resulting in under-utilisation of 
capacity are both internal and external, some within the competence and 
control of plant managers and some beyond their control. In this context, 
J!'!IDO's integrated approach to regeneration of African industry {CAM!.9/4, 
TCE/1989/4 dated 20 March 1989) is most relevant. The paper rightly points 
nut that rehabilitation has been traditionally viewed rather narrcwly as a 
plant level problem. The concept of industrial rehabilitation needs to 
combine an understanding of both macro-economic forces and actual problems at 
the plant level. Manufacturing enterprises should be studied in relation to 
their economic environment. Diagnostic analysis should cover the entire range 
of technical, managerial and technology issues at the plant level as well as 
the overall financial, coirmercial and structural issues at the sectoral and 
macro-economic levels. A three-pronged approach is proposed: 

{a) To identify suitable enterprises where scarce foreign exchange and 
other investible resources will be most efficiently used to upgrade 
production and company performance; 

{b) To combine plant rehabilitation with a restructuring programme of 
the industrial sector as a whole to ensure growth, economic 
integration and provision of support services; 

{c) To adjust public policies and the administration to better support 
the rehabilitation process. 

111. Viewed thus, rehabilitation has technical, technological, organizational 
&nd managerial implicati?ns along with economic, financial , marketing, design 
and engineering dimensions. 

Jl2. One important aspect of the regeneration process is the need to seek 
cost-effectiveness and to promote competitiveness. The situation in many 
African countries of monopolies, over-protection from foreign competition and 
over-regulation have tended to make industries flabby and com~lacent. The 
breaking-up of monopolies, creation of domestic competitive positions, 
liberalizing import and promotion of export-oriented industries will 
themselves provide economic spurs to rehabilitation. 

{c) Rehabilitation schemes included In the national programmes 

113. In almost all African countries, the problem of under-utilisation of 
capacity, low productivity and generally poor performance of existing 
industrial assets has been experienced. In consequence, the national 
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programmes, almost ~ithout exception, have accorded the highest priority to 
schemes of consolidation and rehabilitation. Host of the countries have 
completed the diagnostic task of identifying the causes for weak performance. 

114. A survey of the natinnal progrumes reveals that the main causes of 
industrial sickness are {i) obsolescence of plant and equipment; {ii) 
inadequate availability of raw materials in time; {iii) shortage of spare 
parts; {iv) inadequa~y of skilled •anpower; {v) inadequate arrangements for 
prov~ding finance for working capital and purchase of equipment and technology. 

115. On the basis of the diagnostic studies, each of the member states has 
la1Dlched an action oriented p. ;r ... es to remedy the situation. Among the 
measures already initiated or proposed to be taken are: 

special credits for ailing industries; 
special allocations of foreign exchange for import of raw materials, 
spare parts and balancing equipment; 
adoption of the UBIDO integrated approach to rehabilitation; 
introduction of preventive maintenance systems; 
adoption of appropriate macro-economic policies in the areas of 
pricing, interest rates, exchange rates, taxation, wages and 
incentives, aimed at creating the right environment for regeneration. 

{d) Impact of rehabilitation programmes 

116. Rehabilitation and reconstruction are a central theme in the second 
IDDA. The high priority given to this question in the national programmes is 
in line with with the views expressed by the Conference of and n Ministers of 
Industry. It is based on a realistic appreciation of the current industrial 
profile in Africa and a determination to upgrade the performance of Africa's 
existing industrial assets. 

117. While the full economic impact ~f the programme would no doubt depend 
upon effectiveness of the implementation of rehabilitation plans, a rough 
calculation of the enormous benefits during the Decade can be attempted. The 
manufacturing value added of sub-Saharan African countries in 1986 was 
estimated to be US$16,228 million. On the basis that this MVA was generated 
by capacity utilization of an average of between 30 to 40 per cent and on the 
assumption that ~y the end of the decade , a 70 per cent utilization is 
achieved, the MVA can well-high be doubled to US$32,000 million at constant 
prices. This significant production can be achieved with marginal investments 
in de-bottlenecking, replacement of obsolete machinery and improved process. 
The essence of the effort will lie in improved management practices backed by 
supportive macro-economic policies. 
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1.2. IMPROVING THE PERFORPIANCE OF PUBLIC SECTOR ENTERPRISES 

{a} Nature of the problem 

118. State owned enterprises generally described as public enterprises, play a 
doainant role in the African economic scenario. The state has emerged as a 
promoter, investor and entrepreneur and indeed a very substantial proportion 
of African industry is state owned. 

119. State enterprises have been created either by take over of assets of 
departing foreigners or by conscious nationalization of private industry or by 
direct state entrepreneurship. The bulk of cases are in the last category. 
Public enterprises have been set up in some cases for ideological reasons. 
But in the majority of African countries, the growth of public enterprises was 
inevitable because of the absence of an organized indigenous private sector. 
The private sector, such as it was, largely consisted of transnational 
corporations or expatriate mainly Asian interests. The domestic private 
sector was restricted to the informal sector or at best small-scale industry. 
There was, and in most cases, cont~nues to be an absence of stock markets, 
adequate credit mechanisms and sur~lus domestic savings which are the base cf 
private sector growth. 

120. Unfortunately, public enterprises have not performed adequately. Apart 
from the problems of low productivity and underutilized capacity, which have 
been examined in the previous section, African public sector enterprises have 
other struc~ural problems: 

Management skills have been inadequate; 
Appointments to top positions are often made for political and other 
reasons and not on the basis of professional merit and capability; 
Enterprises are not given adequate autonomy to function as business 
units; 
There is excessive inference in decision making, policy formulation, 
contracts, appointments, etc. by politicians and bureaucrats; 
The Government often imposes obligations on the enterprises, for 
reasons of social welfare, which undermine the financial viability 
of the operations; 
The goals of public enterprises are not always adequately 
articulated creating a dichotomous situation between the attainment 
of colllll'lercial versus social objectives. 

121. The net result has been disastrous for Afrira. A large percentage of 
public enterprises are losing concerns and their losses have to be covered by 
the public exchequer. Thus far from supporting development, public 
enterprises are not often a burden on the economy. 

{b) Remedial measures 

122. There is really no reason why public enterprises should not perform 
better. Africa itself has many examples of well-run and profit-making public 
enterprises. 

123. The following are some of the measures which the member states should 
take to revitalize their state-owned enterprises. Indeed, the national 
programmes indicate that most of these measures are being put into action: 
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One - the question of rehabilitation and regeneration of existing 
industries dealt within Prograane. Applies with equal force to public 
enterprises. Indeed, since public enterprises are generally involved in 
critical sectors of industry, the need to promote higher productivity and 
better utilization of capacity is even more urgent in the public sector. 

Two - a system of performance evaluation needs to be introduced, linked 
directly to the objecttves given to tte enterprise. 

Three - intensive training is required for building up the necessary 
management skills in the public enterprises covering all disciplines -
production, materials management, marketing, cost control, quality control, 
finance and accounting and corporate planning. 

Four - it would be desirable to introduce a system of contracts between 
the enterprises and Government as part of the autonomy - accountability 
framework. 

Five - where social objectives are imposed on public enterprises and 
where the implementation of such social objectives adversely affects the 
commercial viability of the enterprises, clear accounting methods should be 
devised to identify the additional costs involved. Such costs should be a 
charge on the public exchequer. 

Six - pricing policies of public enterprises should be reviewed to 
prevent losses due to pricing below cost. 

Seven - the relationship between the Government and the enterprise 
management needs more precise definition. Undue interference by politicians 
and civil servants in the day to day managcmetiL of public enterprises could be 
counter productive. Subject to the Government's prerogatives to define the 
enterprise' objectives, to adjudicate performance and to ensure that 
enterprises are functioning in line with national policies, the enterprise 
managements should be granted adequate autonomy t~ run the business. 

Eight - a critical factor is the modality of making top appointments. 
The success of the enterprise lies in entrusting it to the right hands, to 
persons of high management capability, business experience and integrity. 

(c) Plans for improving public enterprise performance in the natlonal 
programmes 

124. A running thread through the national programmes is the concern voiced 
about the poor performance of public enterprises and the need tc take action 
to remedy the situation. Many of the member statts, particularly those who 
have adopted Structural Adjustment Progranunes, have gone in for a policy of 
privatization as ~ solution. In practice however, this has not been found 
easy prtcisely for the reason why the publtc enterprises came into existence, 
namely the absence of an organized private sector to take over. Another 
dilemma facing policy makers is that privatization btcomes attractive to 
prospective investors only in cases where public enterprises are doing well 
and are making profits, whereas there are no takers for the loss-making 
enterprises. 
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125. It would therefore seem, and this is confirmed by the national 
progrannes, that during the second IDDA, public enterprises will continue to 
play a major part. What needs to be done is to ensure that the right 
environmental conditions are created for upgrading their performance levels. 
The national prograanes contain specific action plans in this regard. 

126. The action plans of member states for upgrading public enterprises 
performance include: 

establishment of special cells to conduct diagnostic studies, 
propose remedial measures and monitor performance; 
introduction of measures to speed up privatization, wherever 
feasible; 
promotion of vertical and horizontal integration; 
capital and debt restructuring; 
reduction of subsidies and special protections; 
strengthening of human resources and improvement of management 
capabilities; 
preparation of long-term corporate plans; 
introduction of a competitive environment; 
grant of greater autonomy to enterprises and counter part insistence 
on improved business performance. 

(d) Impact of measures to upgrade public enterprise performance 

127. To the extent that the performance improvement measures step up 
productivity and capacity utlization in the public enterprise, it will result 
in greater industrial producticn and increased MVA at minimal lu~estment 
cost. Well run public enterprises will be more feasible candidates for 
privatization, if it is still desired to privatize thern after they have turned 
the corner. To the extent that the public enterprise cut losses, become 
self-supporting and become profitable business concerns, the heavy drain on 
African public treasuries will be progressively eliminated or at least 
substantially reduced. This will release much need funds for deployment into 
fresh industrial investments and strengthening of support services. 
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128. The metallurgical sector industries play a significant role in the 
process of industrialization and economic development. Their close 
interlinltage with engineering and allied metalworking activities makes it 
possible to consider metallurgical industries as a core sector for IDDA II. 
Indeed, the metallurgical sect~r has played a dominant role throughout the 
industrialization process of industrialized co\Dltries. 

(a) Maior metallurgical raw material reserves in AfLican reh:-.1 

129. The natural resource reserve for developing the metallurgical industries 
particularly iron and steel industry are estimated to be: 

25.8 billion tonnes of high grade iron ores; 
135.5 billion tonnes of cooking coal; 
9.145 billion tonnes of oil; 
2,513 billion cubic meter of gas. 

130. In addition to these, the region is ~ndowed with ores and min~rals 
containing chrome, cobalt, vanadium, titanium, manganese, silica, flourspar, 
nickel, copper, t\Dlgsten 6.lld many others. 

131. The estimates of 1987 indicate that the African share of crude steel 
production was only 1.39 per cent of tne world production of 740 million 
tonnes per year. 

(b) Existing capacities for crude steel and rolling production in the 
African region (covering 23 countries) 

132. The following are the existing capacities in Africa: 

Large integrated steel plants - 5.51 million tonnes per year 
Mini-steel plants (mostly re-rolling) - 3.98 million tones per year. 

133. The total crude steel and rolling capacity is 9.5 million tonnes per 
year. The actual production of crude steel accounts for only 20 to 50 per 
cent of the rated capacities in the region. 

:<lint-steel 
Large integrated plants 
steel plants mtpy (including 
(above 500,000 re-rolling 

Subregion No. of units mtpy capacities No. of units mills) mtpy) 

North Africa 3 3,562,000 4 187,500 
West Africa 1 1,000,000 20 1,999,000 
Central Africa 3 300,000 
Eastern and 1 950,000 23 830,600 
Southern Africa 

Total 5 5,512,000 50 3,984,000 
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(c) Demand for steel in the African subregions 

134. The total demand projections for crude (direct and indirect) steel for 
the African region i~ summarized below. Projections are based on average 
steel intensities in GDP and on trend scenario (including both direct and 
indirect demand and assuming indirect demand as 20 per cent of the total 
demand). In spite of the relativ£ly large projected demands in some of the 
subregions, it may not be possible, even in long the run, to manufacture all 
types of steels mainly due to technological sophistication as well as economic 
scale. 

Estimated crude steel demand in African subregion 

Subregion 

North Africa 
West Africa 
Central Africa 
Eastern and Southern 

Total 

Africa 

Population in 
1985 

(millions) 

107.70 
168.82 

61.50 
167.10 

505.12 

Total projected cruJe 
steel demarad 

(trend scenarios) 
liltpy 

1990 2000 

14.02 28.88 
5.12 10.93 
1.45 3.23 
3.53 8.35 

24.12 51.3? 

135. The subregional demand scenario and the available capacities of crude 
steel production clearly indicate that iron and steel industry development has 
not occurred in a balanced form in the four African subreiions. For instance, 
the iron and steel industry in Central Africa is very weak. This is, in part, 
expl&ined by the fact that lccal metal fabrication or engineering and metal 
working industries are eithP~ non-existent or exist at a very low level of 
development in this subregion. 

136. In the Northern and Western African subregion, demand for steel will be 
much higher than the existing facilities of crude stee1 production 
capacities. There is great scope for extension and upgrading of existing 
mini-steel plants to mitigate the future expanding demand of the subregion. 

137. In the Eastern and 5outhern African subregion the demand for crude steel 
vill be tripled in the year 2000 due to considerable expansion in the 
engi1.eering and allied metal working industries in this subregion. Here 
again, the mini-steel plants will make a significant contribution toward iron 
and steel development. Analysis shows that ~xisting capacities for mini-steel 
plants are almost equal to that of integrated plants ir. the PTA subregion. It 
is expected that new technology of crude steel melting will play a 
contributory role in developing iron and steel industries in this subregion. 

(d) Trerds in crude steel manufacture in African region 

138. The convention~! route of !ron and steel making i.e. blast-furnace-basic 
oxygen furnace (BF-BOF) route is highly capital intensive and the minimWll 
economic si~e has inc~~ased in recent years from 1.0/1.5 million tonnes per 
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year to 4.0/5.0 million tonnes per year. Furthermore, metallurgical coal is 
required for producing hot metal in Bf for subsequent conversion into steel. 

139. There has been tremendous development in the recent years in the 
alternate "direct-reduction/electric arc furnaces" (DR-EAF) for steel making. 
During the last 30 years, DR technology became well established. The major 
adv&ntages of the DR-EAF route of steel making are well known e.g. smaller 
capacity reduces low capital outlay, less gestation period, use of non-cooking 
coal or natural gas as reductant. 

140. The weakness of the present iron and steel industries in African region 
is its dependence on scrap, whose availability is depleting. At a realistic 
consumption rates, supplies of scrap will last even for less than a decade in 
most of the African countries. On the other hand estimated iron ores reserve 
are 25.8 billion tonnes containing high grade ores ranging from 55 to 64 per 
cent of Fe content. The immediate strategy of the iron ore bearing cowitries 
will be to critically examine the exploitation of these valuable resources to 
supplement s~rap availability on a long term basis. The directly reduced 
sponge iron (ORI) using coal as reductant may resolve some of these chronic 
problems being faced by the iron and steel industries in the African continent. 

(e) Existing status of no~-ferrous metallurgical 

141. Africa has abundant resources of non-ferrous metals. A substantial 
amount of copper ore is produced. The smelter and refinery production is also 
substantial; however, the consumption and production of semis is very low. 
The companies are mainly inter-related to transnationals. The role of IDDA II 
could be in strengthening the smelters and refineries by introduction of new 
products in the downstream sector (tybes, flats, rods, wires, cables, etc.) 
for the African and other export markets. 

142. In the field of bauxite, Africa has abundant resources. The alumina 
production is less than 600,000 tpa which can be regarded ~resently as medium 
to small operations. Primary aluminium is produced in some cowitries. 

143. Presently the technological background of this industry is not satisfying 
the expectations and future demands of the growing industry. It is proposed 
to provide assistance in energy conservation of the alwninium smelters, 
prepare an environment audit of selected bauxite mines, alumina plants and 
smelters, and make recommendations for the strengthening of the pollution 
control and monitoring and abatement systems, introduce or upgrade environment 
legislation, and increase the environment awareness of the governments and 
industry. It is advisable to diversify the production of the industry and 
strengthen intra-African trade, utilizing the complementarities and 
comparative advantages of the region. New materials, semis are required in 
growing quantities on the continent. Production of by-products, derivates and 
recycling of scrap and waste is a fruitful area of technical assistance. 

144. Apart from aluminium and copper, there are several other metals on the 
continent which are or could be commercially utilized. The most important are 
zinc, lead, nickel, mercury, silver, gold. These and other ores are utilized 
also to an insufficient extent which might require IDDA II technical inputs. 
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(f) Strategy for the metallurgical sector 

145. The major strategy for the development of the metalluriical sector, 
emerging from the national prograanes is: 

shifting policy towards small scale exploitation of high grade iron 
ores and auxiliary minerals for the production of sponge iron in 
selected countries endowed with such reserves; 
establishment of scaled down plants of high gra~e DRl-sprnge 20,000 
to 50,000 tonnes per year to cater to the needs of inputs to 
existing furnaces of rolling mills and when carbonized to use sponge 
iron for foundry work. The major role of these plants will be to 
augment capability development, local R & D, saving of foreign 
exchange and subregional export of reasonable surplus of sponge iron 
and other non-ferrous and ferrous auxiliary materials; 
rehabilitation, regeneration and upgrading of existing large iron 
and steel plants and all mini-steel mills in the region. Particular 
emphasis will be given to producing engineering machining quality 
steel and non-ferrous sections in selected rolling mills in the 
subrt!gion; 
creation of national and subregional metallurgical testing and R & D 
institutions in existing steel mills; 
exchange of resources and restructuring of plants within the 
subregional countries; 
promotion of subregional marketing and economic movement of iron and 
steel products; 
upgrading of existing foundries, forges, heat treatment facilities 
and interlinking their activities with the integrated steel mills, 
mini-steel plantR and R & D institutions in the subregion; 
Promotion and reinforcement of private entrepreneurs in this sector. 

(g) Plans for metallurgical industries in the national progr1U11111es 

146. The national programmes have fully recognized the central importance of 
this sector as a core industry with a multiplier effect. The projects include 
in the national programmes for the second IDDA include: 

rehabilitation, modernization and diversification of existing 
integre.ted iron and steel plants; 
expansion of capacity of some of the existing integrated steel 
plants; 
rehabilitation, modernization and expansion of steel rolling mills; 
projects in several countrie& for the production of sponge iron 
based on the DR process; 
upirading of existing smelters for copper and aluminium; 
establishment of some new aluminiWll smelters; 
establishment of Metallurgical Technology Centre for the PTA 
countries; 
setting up of an Aluminium R&D Centre, with UNIDO assistance. 
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11.2. THE ENGINEERING AND ALLIED METALWORKING SECTOR 

147. Engineering and allied metalworking industries cover foundry, forge, heat 
treatment, machine shops, metal fabrication, toolroom and metal coating 
plants. These are basically core support industries for the manufacture of a 
wide range of: 

~gricultural machinery and equipment; 
fabricated building and construction products; 
selected capital goods, machine tools and ~etal working machinery 
and equipment; 
transport equipment; 
spare parts and auxiliary engineering products; 
durable and consumable engineering products. 

148. In most of the African countries engineering and allied metalworkin~ 
activities are extremely limited. The major inputs e.g. iron and steel, 
brass, aluminium, non-metallic materials are imported in the majority of the 
African countries. 

149. Skilled operatives are in acute short supply, the majority of the plants 
are underutilized, production techniques are outdated and expensive, 
engineering design, process planning are non-existent in the majority of the 
countries. 

(a) Existing situation of engineering and allied metalworking industries 
in African region 

Foundries 

There are about 250 foundries in Africa 

Eastern and Southern Africa - 130 foundries 
Central Africa - 5 foundries 
Western Africa - 40 foundries 
Northern Africa - 75 foundries 

150. This low level of fourdry activities is mainly responsible for the lack 
of growth of engineering industries in the subregions. The majority o! the 
existing foundries are severely under-utilized due to lack of raw materials, 
trained manpower and local R & D support that critically affect the markets. 
The majority of the existing foundries produce poor quality shape castings 
which require considerable attention and technical assistance. 

Forging and heat treatment 

151. Most of the African countries have traditional activities of forging at 
village blacksmith levels, generally not being supported by technological 
back-up support arrangements. Most of these blacksmiths produce simple 
agricultur~l hand tools and fabricated products for rural consumption. There 
are thousands of village blacksmiths and metal fabricators working in Africa. 
They require improved metalworking tools, raw materials e.g. carbon steel, 
heat treatment facilities pcoduct design and training. 
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Agric!~ltural h~nd tools manufacture in the subregion (organized sector) 

152. HaI,d tools are still basic tools for peasants with small holdings who 
form about 85-90 per cent of the agricultural population in African region. 
Almost all the African countries have facilities to manufacture agricultural 
hand tools e.g. fork, hoes, cultivators, etc. in the or~anized sector. The 
~ai~ constraints of these production facilities are lack of 0.45 carbon steel, 
lack of die and tool making and die maintenance facilities, lack of skilled 
operatives and production management staff. Substantial markets do exist in 
almo3t all the subregion~. Due to low capacity utilization of plant and 
ma~ninery (20 to 40 per cent) of existing facilities, the majority of the 
African countries are importing hand tools from abroad. 

Machining and metal fabrication 

153. l'he metal fabricatior. and machine shops can be categorized as: 

12r~e-scale escablishments - those include railway workshops, dock 
yard workshops, PWD workshops, fabrication shops of large 
construction enterprises, assembly of automobiles, large maintenance 
shops of sugar mills, cement mills, beverage industries etc. 
Generally, heavy machi11eries are used with substantial import of 
parts and components frvm abroad. 

Medium and light engineering industries - which cover a wide range 
of activities mostly related to manufacture of fixtures and 
fittings, office furniture, doors and windows, hardware, 
agricul~ural machinery parts, animal drawn implements, food 
processing equipment, spare parts, fabricated pipe products, 
structural fabrication, selected capital goods manufacture, 
automobile ancillary parts (exhaust pipes and filters); 

154. Weld!ng technology has improved considerably in Africa. Its applications 
are visible in all engineering activities. Again, the major c~nstraints of 
these industries are non-availability of raw materials, electrodes, improved 
produ-:t designs, lack of design adaptation facilities and acute shortages of 
skill~d operatives. 

155. lu 1985-1986 a survey on engineering industries in PTA region organized 
by UNIDO/ECA/PTA L~ported that in the PTA region, the following capacities are 
&vailable for animal ~rawn implements. 

Exi~ting capacities Present production Demand ty 1990 

357,000 146,000 units 1,100,000 units 

156. It is expected that the demand for animal drawn implements throughout the 
region will be 4 million units during 1990s. 

157. Some African countries manufacture power operated implements. 

158. A few of them manufacture and assemble machine tools e.g. drilling, 
milling, shaping and lathes machinery. 
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1~9. Few countries have reasonable toolroom facilities for the manufacture of 
jigs, fixtures, die etc. Raw materials for toolroom e.g. quality steels are 
imported in the region. 

Metal coating plants 

160. Some countries have metal c~ating facilities e.g. Ni-Cr. plating. 
Conventional plating technology has developed well in the African region. 

(c) Strategy for the engineering and allied met&lworking industries 
development in the African subregions 

161. Engineering industries in the Northern, Eastern and Southern African 
regions, although developed to some extent, still have fairly low levels of 
self-sufficiency in manufacturing compared with other developing countries. 

162. This is partly because market development of many engineering products in 
individual member countries needs consolidation in order to plan economic 
levels of productior.. In addition to this, the metallurgical industries are 
not fully integrated with engineering industries in the majority of the 
African countries. It is to be noted that most of the African countries are 
dependent on import of essential raw materials for their production 
requirements due to the fact that basic metal industry development is still in 
an infant stage. The establishment of well-run engineering and metalworking 
industries calls for a highly skilled labor force which is yet to be generated 
in the African countries. 

163. In view of the above constraints, the following str~tegies have emerged 
from the national programmes for engineering industries developmP.nt: 

Imparting on-the-job training for technicians by foreign experts and 
local experts; 
Giving incentives for export-led industrialization along with the 
import substitution sector by way of investment schemes for foreign 
entrepreneurs; 
Estahlishing a technology standards bureau in each country to screen 
the various tec!lnology alternatives in the light of their 
appropriateness, labor intensiveness, financial implications, 
project cycle-time, economic and market viability and the right 
technology for a given product; 
Locating new i~.dustries in relatively less developed areas; 
Setting up of medium, small scale and village industries which are 
agro-based; 
Upgrading and revitalization of existing industries for the 
production of the major agricultural inputs including farm 
implements, ox-drawn ploughs, pump sets, tractor-drawn implements 
and tractor spare parts, matchetes, plough shears, plough chains, 
axes, etc; 
Setting up/strengthening the activities of small industries 
development organizations and village industries service centres for 
re-organization of private domestic manufacturing sector; 
Standardization of the transport vehicle fleet to only a few makes 
for facilitating indigenous manufacture of spares; 
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Consolidation of plant, machinery and equipment with the existing 
industries by adopting preventive maintenance practices, 
manufacturing spare parts and re-adjusting through innovations; 
Upgrading tl1e High Precision Technology CP.ntres and greater 
utilization of existing regional centres for technol<~ical and human 
resources development; 
Allowing the local industrial enterprises to respond more freely an' 
rapidly to market signals, monitoring the compatibility of their 
market prices with the end user prices, particularly in the consumer 
durables segment of manufacturing industries; 
St~engthening the official credit lines and institutional support, 
for medium and long term investment lending; 
Manufacturing of freight handling equipments for railway stations, 
transport depots and airports. 

Pro1ects for the sector in the national programmes 

164. Among the important projects for the development of engineering 
industries included in the national programmes are: 

estiblishment of tractor factories; 
programmes for setting up plants to manufacture agricultural 
implements; 
production of pumps for irrigation purposes; 
assembly plants for household appliances. 
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165. Like the metallurgical .lllld engineering industries, the ~hemicals industry 
is a vital factor in the industrial and technological scenario of the 
industrialized w~rld. The term "chemicals industry" covers a huge &nd highly 
diversified range of industrial products, running into several hundred 
thousands of Items. The basic groupings are fertilizers, organic and 
inorganic chemicals, pharmaceuticals, paints and dye stuffs. 

166. The importance of the chemicals sector was highlighted by the Lagos Plan 
of Action and the first IDDA. In developing a strategy for this sector, three 
factors demand consideration: 

1. That Africa is a substantial consumer of fertilizer, pharmaceuticals 
and other chemicals. 

2. That the bulk of these items are currently being imported from the 
industrialized world. 

3. That Africa has a substantial reservoir of raw materials suitable 
for the chemicals industry. 

167. Although these factors, prima fac!e, point towards the promotion of the 
chemical industry in Africa, the special features of the industry need to be 
considered with great care: 

the industry at the basic and intermediate level is highly capital 
intensive and calls for enormous investments; 
technologies are complex, sophisticated and fast changing; 
energy consumption is generally very high; 
employment generation as a ratio to capital investment is low; 
the environment and the eco-system are highly vulnerable to chemical 
industries; 
this is a highly competitive international industry; 
the plants would have to recognize the economies of scale. 

168. With the possible exception of half a dozen larger African countries, the 
setting up of chemical industries at the basic and intermediate levels based 
on limited national markets may not be an economically viable proposition. 
Activity would rest mainly on formulation, blending and packaging. The 
implications are clear enough. If Africa desires to set up large scale 
chemical industries and this desire has been strongly expressed, the only 
viable route is through regional co-operation, extended markets and 
multinational ventures. 

(b) Fertilizers 

169. Africa (excluding South Africa) today contributes only 1.9% of world 
fertilizer production. 

170. Fertilizers based on ammonia, nitrogen, phosphporic acid and Urea are 
being produced in many of the African countries. Sulfur, sulfuric acid based 
chemicals are also manufactured. Expansion may be particularly viable in the 
countries having high demand for fertilizers by African standards. 
Significant investments will be req~ired in the fertilizers industry to kP.ep 
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pace with a growing demand for fertilizers, to upgrade existing plants and to 
increase product diversification. 

171. Although there is availability of basic raw materials essential to the 
manufacture of fertilizers in Africa, such as natural gas, petroleum, 
phosphate rock, some schemes which have been suspended either because of 
excess world production or because on non-availability of finance. There will 
be various investment possibilities in the period of the second IDDA amounting 
to about 05$2,319 million at 1991 prices. 

(c) Pesticides - current status and programmes for the second IDDA 

172. There is very little production of pesticides active materials in 
Africa. Active materials of natural plant extracts like pyrethrum, 
chlorinated pesticides like DDT (copper, o:xychloride, zinc phosphate, 
dichlorous, tricholorfous, 2, 4-dO in small quantities have been the only 
items produced in Africa. Africa has been the major source of pyrethrum, 
producing about ninety per cent of the supply. Because formulation lDlits are 
less capital-intensive and simpler to operate than manufacturing plants for 
active ingrP.dients, some countries in Africa have established such units. 

173. The production of pesticides involves raw materials, intermediates and 
final products that are more reactive, explosive and toxic than in most other 
industries. Raw materials such as cyanide, carbon disulfide, various amides 
and concentrated acids and caustics are very hazardous in nature. Extra care 
is required in terms of a relatively safe process, the selection of a site 
based on proper environment impact assessment and a well detailed risk 
analysis of specific hazards and disaster planning. However, pesticide 
formulation, packaging, batch mixing and blending operations are by nature not 
significant risks as far as ecology is concerned. 

174. Africa's pesticides imports amounted to about US$463 million in 1987. 
Most of the crop protection chemicals business is in the hands of trans 
national chemical companies. Business is done through subsidiaries or through 
agents. Most companies find it convenient to import ready-to-use formulation 
rather than importing the 1·equired raw materials and formulating within the 
country which involves the establishment of an elaborate infrastructure. 

175. Total exports of pesticidal products from African countries averaged 
about US$19 million per year, most of which were re-exports of active 
chemicals. Total investments for pesticides, insecticides formulation and in 
some selected cases for basic materials can be estimated as amounting to 
US$645 million during the period of the second IDDA at 1991 process. 

(d) Other chemicals - current status and programmes for the second IDDA 

176. Various national programmes have indicated setting up chemical industries 
in the area of industrial gases, acids, plastics, perfume and cosmetics and 
soaps and detergents, industrial chemicals and dye stuffs. 

177. The chemical industry producing paints, industrial gases and the like 
will expand more than fertilizers and pesticides industry. Further 
diversification and vertical integration will take place. The growth of these 
industries would require for plants and rehabilitation investment which can be 
estimated at 1991 prices as about US$940 million. 
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(e) Pharmaceuticals - current status and programmes for the second IDDA 

178. The pharmaceuticals industry is limited to packaging activity in Africa 
except a couple of antibiotic plants in some north African countr!es. 

179. There are some plants producing antimalarial drugs, vitamins, cough 
syrup, antibiotics in some oi the African countries. 

180. Because of the need for improvement of health conditions and also because 
of private initiatives in the phaI'lllaceutical field there will be several 
pharmaceutical projects all together requiring investment of about US$476 
million in the coming ten years. 
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11.4. AGRO-INDUSTRIES AND FOOD PROCESSING 

(a) Importance of the agro-industrial sector 

181. There was an unfortunate trend in the eighties to neglect agriculture, 
which provided the wealth of Africa. During the decade of the eighties, 
population growth outstripped food supplies and Africa was compelled to import 
food for its very survival. The traditional earnings on agricultural exports 
dropped both because of lower supplies and decline in world prices of primary 
coanodities. Thus the decline in agriculture exacerbated AfriLa's debt burden. 

182. It was in recognition of this crisis situation that APPER (Africa's 
Priority Progr&J1111e for Economic Recovery 1986-1990) emphasized as a major 
priority area "measures for special action to improve the food situation and 
the rehabilitation of agricultural development in Africa". 

183. The strategy for the second IDDA recognizes the primary role of 
agriculture and the mutual inter-dependence and inter linkage between 
agriculture and industry. In particular the following factors are accepted by 
all African countries and underlie the approaches adopted in the national 
progrannes: 

A healthy agricultural growth is essential to ensure food security; 
Agricultural surpluses provide a reservoir for export earnings, 
which in turn, makes available foreign exchange resources for 
industrial development; 
Agricultural prosperity and high agricultural incomes creates 
markets for industrial goods; 
Agricultural outputs are the foundation of many sectors of industry 
(textiles, leather and food-processing); 
Industrial outputs are absorbed as agricultural inputs, implements, 
fertilizers and pesticides). 

184. At its ninth meeting, the Conference of African Ministers of Industry had 
highlighted the need to develop the food-processing industries of Africa, 
(Decision lO(IX). 

185. The framework and guidelines suggested, among the prior~ties for 
programmes of expansion and new investments, agro-industrial linkages and 
food-processing industries. in this context, an integrated programme approach 
to food-processing and other agro-related sub-sectors has been developed by 
UNIDO, providing a tool for the systematic development and pragmatic planning 
of agro-industries in Africa. 

186. The World Bank's Long-Term Perspective Study also stresses the key role 
of agriculture and food production and the agro-industrial linkage. 

(b) Agro-industries in the national programmes 

187. The national programmes fully reflect the above-stated concerns. All the 
national programmes place agro-industrial development high on the priority 
list. 

188. In many of the African countries food and agro-industries contribute for 
maximum percentage of MVA, even 75 per cent for some countries. These 
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industries provide more employment in particular to women. The l~llowing 
branches are given priority for the second IDDA: 

edible oil mills; 
fruit and meat preservation; 
fish processing; 
salt manufacturing; 
milk product~; 
sugar; 
coffee. 

189. Particular attention has been drawn to post harvest wastages of 
agricultural products. Necessary steps are to be conceived in the national 
progr&llmles for treatment and storage of these products. A mechanism could be 
evolved for intra-African exchange of agricultural surpluses. 
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II.S. FOREST BASED INDUSTRIES IR THE RATIONAL PROGRAl'ln:S 

190. Many of the memb~~ states are rich in forestry resources. Fully 
conscious of the problems of environmental degradation which could arise, and 
indeed have arisen, bt·cause of indiscriminate hacking of the forests, there is 
equally a realization that the forests contain a potential wealth in the shape 
of export earnings and as a provider of inputs for wood-based industries. 

{a} The importance of African forests 

191. Wood is an all-purpose raw material. It can be used for construction of 
buildings, for furniture and joinery production, for boat building, for bridge 
building, for railw•y sleepers and telegraph poles and as a packaging 
material. Africa's wealth in timber resources has not been adequately 
exploited. The production of manufactured wood products is generally at the 
craft level and exports consist mainly of logs and semi-processed products. 

192. During the second IDDA the strategy of developing forest-based 
industries would include: 

1. Steps to prevent the degradation of the forests by controlling 
illegal felling and erratic shifting cultivation and by 
re-forestation progr8Jllilles; 

2. Reducing the export of logs in a raw state and creating value added 
b~ rationalizing and modernizing saw mills; 

3. Developing wood based industries; 
4. Upgrading of skills in forestry, carpentry, joinery and cabinet 

making; 

{b} Forest based industries in the national programmes 

193. Many of the national programmes have identified the following forest 
industries for investment and expansion in the second IDDA: 

carpentry units to manufacture doors and windows; 
paper and pulp factories; 
plywood, blackboard and flush doors, multi-ply sacks; 
fiber board plants. 

{c} ECA - FAO - UNIDO support 

194. At the international level, a division of responsibility has been arrived 
at between FAO and UNIDO in this field. FAO is reRponsible for forestry and 
for primary wood processing industries (up to the stage of p4oduction of sawn 
wood and wood based panels) whereas UNIDO is responsible for secondary wood 
processing industries (furniture, housing, bridges, etc.). 

195. A major project launched by UNIDO is the Intra-Regional Co-operation in 
Forest Industries. The project covers the PTA region and includes subjects 
like timber construction, timber pile driving, bridge building, furniture 
making and joinery. 

196. The joint efforts of UNIDO, FAO and ECA should make a major contribution 
to the development of forest based industries during the sP.cond IDDA. 
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191. One of the guiding considerations for industrial development in Africa is 
that industrial investment should be based on Af~ica's natural wealth and 
resources. One such enormous resource in the continent is its large cattle, 
sheep and goat ~opulation, which provides the potential for a viable leather 
and leather products industry. UNIDO estimates prepared in 1989 reveal that 
Africa possesses thirteen per cent of the world's cattle population, seventeen 
per cent of the world's sheep and twenty-three per cent of the world's goats. 

198. The relevance of promoting the leather and leather products industry in 
Africa is, inter alia: 

that it is based on the use of domestic factor inputs; 
that its is a major emplcyment generator; 
that the technologies invllved are comparatively simpler to absorb 
.lllld adapt. 

199. A recent survey conducted by UNIDO found that this sector was poorly 
developed in the majority of sub-saharan countries, unlike North African 
countries. The survey highlighted the following characteristics of the sector 
as it stanis today: 

Thirty to fifty per cent of the potential raw material is not 
recov~red. Hides and skins of slaughtered animals are consumed as 
food or left to rot for want of incentives, collection networks or 
transport facilities; 
The amount of leather tanned is less than one third of the availab~e 
raw material and even this is processed only up to the intermedi~te 
stage; 
The majority of the existing tanneries operate at less than fifty 
per cent of installed capacity; 
The leather products manufactured represents far less that thirty 
per cent of the sector's potential. 

200. It is estimated that losses due to non-recovery of hides and skins may 
amount to as much as US$452 million every year. Down grading of raw hides and 
skins due to employment of incorrect techniques during flaying and curin~ may 
give rise to further losses of the order of US$400 million annually. 

201. One of the major developments expected during the period of the second 
IDDA is the implementation of UNIDO's integrated programme for the development 
of hides and skins, leather and leather products industries in Africa. This 
programme has received strong backing of many donor countries and multilateral 
agencies in view of its relevance and practicality. Following the preparatory 
phase, the project will cover groups of countries with similarities and close 
ties. There will be two such "umbrella projects", the first covering 
francophone countries of West and Central African and the other covering 
anglophone countries of East Africa. Thes~ projects will provide expert 
services of international consultants aimed at improving the hides and skins 
sector an~ rehabilitation of selected tanneries and leather product plants. 
The total equipment component amounts to US$4.l million and the sub-contract 
component to US$840,000. The project for East Africa will be operated from 
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Nairobi at the Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute (KIRDI) and 
that for West and Central Africa from the Centre N3tional de Cuir et de la 
Chaussure, Tunis. 

202. The outputs expected from this major project are: 

1. Improved policy guidelines and indastrial strategy for the 
development of the region's hides and skins, leather and leather 
products industry development. This output will be in the form of a 
regional document specifying, firstly, the regional aspects and, 
secondly, the individual country aspects; 

2. Established and/or rehabilitated, well-operating national hides and 
skins, leather and leather products improv~ent schemes with trained 
flay~rs, skinner and improvement officers, and better tools and 
chemicals for conservation; 

3. Improved statistical intelligence throughout the region. A uniform 
statistical country report will be provided periodically to the 
regional office for analysis and transmission to UBIDO/FAO/ITC for 
further monitoring and dissemination; 

4. Improved quality of raw hides and skins through incentives to 
primary producers, and a realistic grading system, based on a 
well-operating hides and skins improvement scheme (as per output 
2). The quality monitoring is closely connected with the improved 
statistical intelligence and the results of this output will be 
judged on the basis of the statistical data pricing and grading to 
be collected under output 3. 

5. Increased collections of raw hides and skins. The increased 
quantity is expected to be achieved through minimizing waste and 
through providing suitable incentives to the primary producers. The 
results of the output will be monitored through the statistical 
intelligence to be collected under output 3; 

6. Rehabilitation plan for selected tanneries and shoe factories for 
improved productivity and trained personnel. The factories to be 
selected for the rehabilitation programme are described in mere 
detail in the individual country documents. To facilitate 
monitoring, the base line situation of each selected factory will be 
es~ablished prior to starting the rehabilitation programme. In 
addition to the rehabilitation studies to be carried out under this 
output, the actual rehabilitation of the selected factories, mainly 
balancing up and renovating equipment and other necessary 
infrastructure, will be done with the additional funds available 
through project US/RAF/88/102; 

7. A well-functioning model effluent treatment plant located in a 
suitable tannery for demonstration and training purposes on a 
regional level; 

8. A list of suitable technical, marketing and/or joint venture 
partners for the various and n tanners and leather products 
manufacturers. Through meetings, contacts between individual 
potential partners to discuss concrete collaboration opportunities. 
At least one such meeting will be organized in each participating 
country. 

' ' ------
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(b) Programme for leather development incorporated in the national 
programmes 

203. A perusal of the national programmes shows that the member-states have 
responded positively to the need to upgrade this sector of industry. 

204. From the nation~l programmes it can be seen that due attention is given 
to this sector. Many of the countries have plans to set up tanneries, leather 
finishing, footwear and leather goods industries. UNIDO has provided 
substantial inputs. 
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II.7. FISHERIES JNDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS 

(a) Strategy for the sectur 

'JS. African waters including the sea, the rivers and inland lakes are 
prolific breeding grounds for fish. Herein lies an enormous reservoir of 
wealth, both for supply ~f nutritional requires.~nts to the Africa people and 
for earning valuable foreign exchange. Fishing ~as traditionally an 
individual and small-scale affair. In the internatior.al world, fishi~ is big 
business. It is highly organized and is ~eing run as an industry. 

206. One of the ~ajor thru~ts in the se~ond IDDA is the promotion of fisheries 
as an industry. In this context, a lead bas been given by UNIDO in developing 
the "integrated planning of fisheries industrial syGtems in Africa", a paper 
on which was presented at the ninth Cunference of Ministers of Industry 
(ICE/i989/2). fisheries activities, it is urged are linked to a large number 
of industrial sectors. Thus the integrated development of the fisheries 
sector can promote important industrial developments in other sectors such as 
the capit~l goods sector (boat building, Marine engineering, processing, 
refrigeration and ice manufacture) and food processing sectors, 
infrastructure, fuel and power supply The FIS is defined as "a system where 
all the industrial resources and consumption components related to fisheries 
activities in a given country as well as the institutions and policies that 
affect those activities interact in an integrated and interdependent manner". 
a strategic approach based on analytical studies of sever. clusters of 
countries of the same typology has been suggested. 

(b) Proiects in the national programmes 

207. The national ?Iogrammes cf countries which have fishery resources include 
a number of projects for promoting this sector. 

208. These projects relate to increasing the potential catch, fish processing, 
ice plants for preservation, and exploitation of other sea resources. Some 
countries give priority to fish culture and popularization of fis~ farming in 
rural areas. 
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209. Food, shelter and clothing are the three basic human needs. The textile 
industry provides for the last of these plus serving as an input for 
industrial material. The industry depends upon a variety of raw materials -
cott~n, silk, jute, wool and artificial fibres. So far as Africa is concerned 
it has abundant resources of raw cotton but lacks the others. Climatic 
conditions also make cotton the most suitable fabric for use. The basic 
strategy clearly is the promotion of the cotton textile industry in Africa. 
There is also a possibility of promoting the rayon industry based on Africa's 
forest wealth. Downstream there is a strong case for developing the African 
garment industry. The basic elements of a strategy for the textile sub-sector 
would need to include: 

an assessment of the clothing needs of the African people; 
a drive towards the increase in the per capita consumption of 
textiles; 
efforts to develop and utilize local raw materials; 
standardization of textile specifications to achieve 
cost-effectiveness; 
quality control; 
promotion of intra-African trade; 
development of the garment industry; 
promotion of export-oriented textile industry. 

(b) Textiles in the national programmes 

210. There is recognition in the national programmes r~ the importance of the 
textile sector. Four main thrusts appear: 

plans for rehabilitation of existing textile mills to optimize 
production; 
fresh investments based on domestic materials or imported materials 
to create value-added; 
creation of a domestic garment production industry; 
pro~otlon of exports, particularly of garments. 
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II.9. CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(a) Strategy for developing the sector 

211. One of the basic international industries is the production of building 
materials for construction. A priority element in Africa's development is 
urban and rural housing for its fast expanding population. In addition, the 
development of the physical infrastructure - roads, bridges, seaports, 
airports and the provision of social services like schools and hospitals 
d·~::-ands vast quantities of construction materials. 

212. Apart from construction materials based on iron and steel and other 
metals (dealt with earlier in the metallurgical and engineering and allied 
industries) a variety of other materials are needed - cement, clay based 
products, iime, plaster, sheet glass, wood based products. Most of the basic 
raw materials fo~ these products a~e abundantly available in Africa. The need 
for building materials and the developmental objective of promoting the use of 
domestic factor inputs points clearly to the development of this industry. 
Advantages of this industry are that it is suitable for all sizes of 
production - large, medium and small; that it is substantial employment 
generator and that it provides high manufacturing value added. Hence, the 
construction materials industry is a top priori!y area for the second IDDA. 

213. The strategy for ~he sector includes the following elements: 

maximization of the use of local materials; 
promotion of research and development and technology adaptation to 
advance the use of the locally available materials; 
standardization of specifications of building materials for 
optimizing production and for facilitating intra-African trade; 
review of LJilding codes to permit and encourage the use of local 
building materials; 
development of low co~t building designs; 
conversion of agricultural and industrial wastes into building 
materials; 
training of skilled labor and managers of the construction industry. 

(b) ProgrammP.s for the sector included in the national programmes 

214. The importance of promoting the construction materials industry has been 
fu.1 ly recognized in the national programmes. Projects have been included for 
manufacture of cement, bricks, sheet glass, roofing materials, building 
~omponents of iron and steel, aluminium and other metals, ceramics, window 
frJJDes and panelling of wood. 

215. However, it would appear that the national programmes have not viewed 
building materials as a separate industry but rather as an offshoot of other 
industrial sub-sectors like metallurgy, engineering and metalworking, 
chemicaJ.s and forest-based products. While there is a basic logic in this 
approach, it would be desirable to view construction and building materials as 
an industry in its own right with its special problems, its characteristics 
and its own strategy. 
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216. It is therefore suggested that each member state may consider setting up 
a Task Force to review the status of the building materials industry, to 
assess the country's need for such material, to examine the special problems 
involved, to consider the possibility of promoting intra-African trade in this 
area and to work out an Action Plan. 
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11.10. PACKAGING 

(a) Strategy for developing the sector 

217. While the building materials sub-s~ctor deals with infrastructural inputs 
for industrial growth, the packaging sub-sector is involved at the other end 
of the industrial spectrum, dealing with the outputs of agriculture and 
industry. Packaging is of fundamental importance to agriculture to ensure 
protection of fresh food, prevention of waste and safe and convenient delivery 
to consumers. Substantial losses which currently occur in Africa on 
agricultural output could be greatly reduced by proper packaging. 

218. Packaging is of equal significance for the handling, transport, storage 
and distribution of industrial products. Packaging assumes particular 
importance in the movement of products from rural to urban areas, in promoting 
intra-African trade and in developing the export front. 

219. Packaging materials are of a diverse range, including wood based products 
- boxes, crates, barrels, pallets; fibre based products - bags, nets, cords, 
fabrics; forest based products - wrapping paper, cardboard containers and 
moulded pulp; glass containers; ceramic containers; metallic products - cans, 
drums and alumiunium foil; and plastic products - bags, sacks, nets, cords, 
wrapping sheets. 

220. The strategy for the packaging industry would include the following 
components: 

promotion of the use of domestic raw materials for packaging; 
research and develop~ent and technology to adapt local materials for 
the purpose; 
standardization of packaging sizes and specifications; 
promotion of information regarding the necessity and utility of 
adequate packa&ing; 
training of skilled w~rkers and managers of the industry. 

(b) Plans for packaging in the national programmes 

221. The national programmes have recognized the need for appropriate 
packaging, particularly those countries which are promoting export oriented 
industries. However, as in the case of the building materials sub-sector, the 
national programmes have tended to view the packaging materials industry as a 
by-product of the main resource based sub-sectors - metallurgy, chemicals, 
forest industries etc. and the packaging projects are included in these 
sectoral strategies. 

222. As packaging is a critical component of industrial development and as it 
has special characteristics of its own, it deserves a specialized treatment. 
Consequently it is suggested for the consideration of the member states that 
the national programmes for the second IDDA would be greatly strengthened if 
an independent review be made of this sub-sector covering issues such as: 

assessment of the country's packaging ~eeds; 
inventory of raw materials nvailable locally; 
review of the existing packaging facilities; 
development of an overall strategy to promote the packaging 
sub-sector. 
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Iil. PROMOTION OF THE SMALL-SCALE AND MEDIUM SECTOR AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT 

223. The creation of an industrial culture in Africa cannot depend solely on 
the effort of Governments, on State entrepreneurship and on a dominant role of 
the public sector, as is the current situation. Apart from the past 
experience of sub-optimal performance of State owned enterprises, the 
management of public sector companies presents some inherently structural 
problems. Issues concerning public policy and social welfare and political 
considerations tend to supervene over issues relating to investment and return 
and the generation of profits, essential elements of the industrial culture. 
No doubt public enterprises will in the foreseeable future continue to play a 
major role in African industrialization. What ls necessary ls that the public 
authorities should insist that they be run as sound business concerns. 

224. Nor can the creation of the desired industrial culture be made dependent 
solely on foreign investment. Certainly investment from abroad should be 
welcomed during the second IDDA because of the induction of sorely need 
investment capital, technology, management and marketing know-how and it ls 
expected that most African countries will create the right environment to 
attract investments. But foreign ventures should not become isolated 
islands. They need to create a multiplier effect, to develop African skills 
and to involve African entrepreneurial participation. 

225. The real answer lies in the involvement of the African people in the 
second IDDA and the creation of an African entrepreneurial community. The 
nucleus of such a community already exists in the dynamic "informal" sector 
and the growing small-scale sector. Unregulated and unrecorded, the 
activities of the informal sector do in fact constitute a vital component of 
the economies of many African countries. They are competitive, 
cost-conscious, market-oriented and profit-oriented. They have developed 
their own grassroots institutions to meet the demand for credit and their own 
information infrastructure. They are a training ground for future African 
entrepreneurial initiative. What is needed in the second IDDA is to bring the 
informal sector within the accounted economy and progressively to shift its 
activities from trading to small- and later medium-scale manufacturing. 

226. The case for lending support to the informal and small-scale sectors is 
that their activities are ideally in tune with IDDA goals, namely: 

they are generators of employment; 
they are users of domestic factor inputs; 
they contribute to the pool of goods and services; 
they are building African capabilities; 
they are broad-basing industrial ownership. 

(a) Measures for promotion of the small-scale sector 

227. Govera~~etits of African countries have a specific responsibility for 
creating the necessary environment in which entrepreneurial development can 
take place and in which the small, medium and informal sector can growth. The 
support measures, called for include: 

Enunciation of a national policy relating to the gr~wth of small
and medium-scale industry; 
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Liberalization of licenses for setting up small- and medium-scale 
industries; 
Provision of support services to assist small- and medium-scale 
industrial tmits; 
Loan finance on favorable terms; 
Setting up industrial estates; 
Provision of water supply and energy and other infrastructure; 
Entrepreneurship development schemes to train existing and potential 
small-scale industrialists; 
Assistance in securing foreign technologies; 
Grant of import licenses for equipment and essential inputs; 
Establishing or strengthening institutions for the promotion of 
small-scale industries, preferably giving such institutious 
"single-window" powers to undertake the variety of support services 
outlined earlier; 
Training and orientation of administrators of small industry 
development organizations. 

228. At the macro-economic level, the overall improvement in the business 
environment will be facilitated by: 

removal of undue and vexations regulatory constraints; 
protection of property and contract rights; 
strengthening of financial, information and marketing systems; 
local sourcing of government p~rchases; 
strengthening of infrastructural linkages; 
encouragement of industrial associations, trade and professional 
bodies and NGOs to help entrepreneurs to pool their interests and 
mobilize resources. 

229. Special attention needs to be paid to the very large informal sector in 
Africa, which in fact is playing a major role in the economy of the 
continent. Steps should be taken to consider how best to bring the infoi."111al 
system within the formal system. Training and assistance schemes to upgrade 
informal operators into small- and medium-scale entrepreneurs need to be 
promoted. 

230. The high priority given to agro-industries in the second IDDA should also 
result in stimulating rural industries. This will serve the purpose of 
generating local employment, reducing pressure on metropolitan cities and 
strengthening the agro-industrial linkage." 

(c) Plans for developing small industries in the national programmes 

231. The promotion of small-scale industries and the fall-out effect of 
stimulating entrepreneurial activity is a major component in the national 
programmes. Among the steps which are being taken, as reflected in the 
national programmes are: 

establishment of industrial estates/zones with provision of comm~n 
facilities; 
promotion of industrial co-operatives; 
incentives such as duty concessions, tax reductions and other fiscal 
benefits; 
provision of concessional finance; 
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setting up of small industries promotional organizations; 
assistance in the preparation of feasibility studies, marketing 
plans and technology adaptation. 
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IV. SUPPORT SERVICES 

IV .1. THE PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

(a) The criticality of the physical infrastructure for industrialization 

232. One of the principal causes of weak performance of existing African 
industrial enterprises and equally a reason for the hesitation of foreign 
investors and disincentive to the growth indigenous entrepreneurship is the 
lack of an adequate supporting physical infrastructure. 

233. True enough, large-scale investments in the country's infrastructure is 
part of the wider exercise of nation building and impacts on all sectors of 
the economy, not only the industrial sector. Thus these investments cannot, 
strictly speaking, be categorized as "industrial investments" coming within 
the IDDA programme. Nevertheless, it is clear that the success of the second 
IDDA would very much depend upon the strengthening of the physical 
infrastructure. Furthermore, the actual cost of production and the 
competitiveness and cost-effectiveness of African industries would be 
conditioned by the availability and quality of physical infrastructural 
support. 

234. The term "physical infrastructure" is used to cover a wide range of 
supporting services including: 

roads and bridg2s 
ports and harbours 
shipping 
railways 
inland waterways 
civil aviation 
road transport and trucking services 
telecommunications 
water supply 
energy and electric supply 
warehousing 
postal servir;es 
housing 

235. The impact of these services on the health, prorluctivity, profitability 
and even the very survival of industries is self-evident. Transport and 
communications, road9, railways, ports, shipping and trucking services provide 
the lifeline to input supplies and to markets for finished products. The 
availability of regular supplies of power and water determine production and 
capacity utilization. Effective postal, telephone and telecommunications 
services influence the speed of managerial decision-making. 

236. The criticality of physical infrastructure has prompted some industries 
to "internalize" infrastructural services. For instance, the large mining 
enterprises in Africa had built their own roads, railways, housing colonies, 
water supply and electric power. Much of these activities are a legacy of 
colonial timea when these enterprises started from grass roots sites. 
However, the costs of putting up infrastructure internally are very high and 
can only be contemplated by large-scale industry. The bulk of African 
industry will continue to depend upon infrastructural support provided by the 
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Government, by public sector enterprises and in some cases such as trucking 
services by private firms. 

237. The various components of the physical infrastructure are, in most 
African countries, handled separately as specialized activities in different 
ministries and agencies, all of which are competing for funds and f~r a share 
of limited resources. There is an urgent need to ensure a co-ordinated effort 
and an integrated view of the infrastructural changes called for at the 
national level to activate the process of industrialization. 

238. A final issue, but one of fundam~ntal significance, relates to the 
geographic dimension of infrastructural development. While basically, the 
provision of physical infrastructure is a national responsibility, the size of 
African countries, their physical contiguity and their inter-dependence 
indicates that optimization of infrastructural development can be better 
achieved on a regional/subregional basis. The construction of highways, rail 
links, power stations and transmission lines, telecommunication, ports and 
inland waterways demand a regional effort. The programme for the second IDDA 
envisages the setting up of multinational industrial joint ventures. But 
perhaps a more effective and indeed more necessary starting point should be 
regional co-operation in developing the infrastructure. Such an effort is 
being made in the field of transport and co11111unications as part of the second 
United Nations Transport and coamunications Decade for Africa (UNCTACDA) 
1991-2000. 

(b) Aonroaches to the development of the physical infrastructure in the 
national programmes 

239. It is somewhat disappointing to note that rather sketchy references have 
been made in many of the national programmes to issues relating to the 
physical infrastructure. This is perhaps because development of the physical 
infrastructure goes well beyond the jurisdiction of Ministries of Industry and 
are within the competence of various other ministries and governmental 
agencies. The view is also perhaps taken that the massive investments to be 
made in ports, railways, roads, telecoamunications, housing and other 
infrastructural activities cannot. strictly fall within the category of 
industrial investments and would not therefore come within the IDDA programme. 

240. Whatever the reasons may be for the comparative silence on this subject, 
the member states would do well to recognize that effective industrial 
development would not be possible unless the necessary physical infrastructure 
is created or upgraded. There are very few African countries which have 
anything approaching the physical infrastructure available in industrialized 
countries. All the others face serious problems particularly in respect of 
transport and communications and telecoanunications. 

241. It is therefore hoped that when the national programmes a1·e finalized and 
indeed it is necessary to view the national programmes as ongoing dynamic 
instruments of industrialization, an examination oi the impact of the physical 
infrastructure on the prospects for industrial development will be made. 
Clearly, the exercise is multi-disciplinary and multi-functional and will call 
for a co-ordinated and integrated effort on the part of all the agencies 
involved. 

242. It was necensary to maintain proper co-ordination with activities to be 
implemented under Transport decade in the above areas. 
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IV.2. INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

243. While the physical infrastructure provides the material base for 
industrialization, the institutional infrastructure provides the brains, 
thinking process and the impetus for stiaulating industrial developmen~. The 
tena "institutional infrastructure" covers a variety of institutions which 
directly or indirectly affect the process of industrialization. 

1. Government 

244. Clearly the aost important of these institutions is the Government 
itself. The framing of policies deteraine wheth~r there exists an "enabling 
environment" for industrial growth. The policy framework covers fiscal and 
monetary policy, taxation, exchange rates, im~ort-export regulations, 
investment codes, licensing procedures and so forth. But even an optimum set 
of policies would not produce results if the ~echanisms of implementation do 
not ftmction effectively. 

245. A review of the national progrumes reveals that all member states are 
conscious of the urgent need to formulate a set of policies conducive to 
industrial development. Equally, the meaber states are reviewing and 
restructuring existing Government mechanisms to create the necessary enabling 
environment. Bureaucratic procedures are being cut down, unnecessary controls 
and regulations are being removed, investment codes are being re-drafted and 
the working of Government agencies reviewed. The entire exercise is aimed at 
removing impediments and reducing what the Worl1 Bank's Long-Term Perspective 
Study graphically describes as "the high cost of doing business in Africa". 

2. The educational system 

246. An equally significant component of the in~titutional infrastructure is 
the educational system. The strength and capability of the system assumes 
particular importance in the light of the objective to build up African skills 
as a basic element of the industrialization process. It is heartening to note 
that all the national prograanes have laid great emphasis on training and 
education and have reviewed the existing available facilities from primary 
school to lUliversity levels. There is a distinct trend towards promoting 
technical education and developing a nexcs between education, skills 
requirements and job opportlUlities. 

3. Industrial support services 

247. Industrial development needs to be lUlderpinned by a number of industrial 
support services. These include: 

research &nd development agencies; 
institutions to promote national capability to prepare feasibility 
studies and project reports; 
industrial consultancy firms; 
testing and quality control laboratories; 
engineering and process design capability; 
industrial information services; 
weights and measures and standardization agencies. 
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248. The national programmes have not dealt intensively with these support 
institutions, although this may not necessarily mean that nothing is being 
done. It is suggested that the ministries of industry should undertake a 
survey with a view to strengthening them and where necessary creating them. 
This is also a fruitful area for regional and subregional co-operation. 

4. Industrial finance 

249. The issue of financing the second IDDA is dealt w!th latter in Part E of 
this document. At this stage, we are concerned with the development of a set 
of fiaan~ial institutions critical to industrial investment and healthy 
growth. They include, apart from the Government Treasury: 

National development banks; 
Commercial banks; 
Venture capital agencies; 
Export finance agencies; 
Leasing companies; 
Export credit and guarantee corporations; 
Insurance companies; 
Capital markets; 
Commodity markets; 
Stock exchanges. 

250. The industrialization of Africa would not be possible without the 
infrastructural support of these financial institutions. They constitute the 
hub of industrial and commercial activity in the developed world. their 
importance has in fact become greater in Africa today with the current trend 
towards the promotion of the private sector. Public enterprise had the 
backing of Governm~nt funds from the state exchequers, but private enterprises 
most necessarily be backed by financial institutions both for investment 
capital and working capital. 

251. African financial institutions are today facing a crisis of confidence 
and in many African countries have virtually broken down. Part of the problem 
has arisen because many African Governments have tended to use the commercial 
banking system to finance Government deficits, to extend credit to public 
enterprises which were not credit worthy and to allocate credit on political 
or personal considerations. The banking system in many African countries has 
virtually broken down. The most pressing need is to re-establish and 
restructure the banking system and to immunize it from politi;al interference. 

252. Central banks would need to strengthen supervision through regular audit 
and prescript!on of ratios. Issues relating to financial institutions go far 
beyond the second IDDA programme. Nevertheless it is necessary to re~ognize 
their relevance to the success or otherwise of the decade's programme. In 
this context, it must be said that the national programmes do not, in most 
cases examine this issue except peripherally. 
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IV.3. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT FOR INDUSTRIALIZATION 

(a) Strategy for human resource development 

253. In modern societies, it is almost axiomatic that the level of econcmic 
development is directly proportionate to the level of human resources. The 
prosperity of the industrialized world is no accident. It is the result of a 
high level of human capability. The \Dlderdevelop~ent of the African 
continent, in large measure, reflects the llllderdevelopment of its human 
resources. 

254. The concept of self-reliance and self-sustainance which constitutes the 
heart of the Lagos Plan of Action and of IDDA centres arolllld the development 
of African capabilities in a systematic and integrated fashion. Human 
resource deve:opment is a key theme running through all approaches to African 
development. In addition to the Lagos Plan of Action and the IDDA, high 
priority has been accorded to the upgrading of human capability in Africa in 
APPER, UNPAAERD and in the World Bank's Long-Term Perspective Study entitled 
"From crisis to sustainable growth". In this context, attention is invited to 
three substantive papers on this issue prepared by UN~DO: 

"The development of human resources for industrial development of 
Africa" (ODG.4(SPEC)); 
"Strengthening of scientific and technological for industrial 
development" (ODG.3(SPEC)); 
"Accelerated development of indigeneous entrepreneurial capabilities 
for small- and medium-scale industries in Africa" (ODG.5(SPEC)); 

2~5. In the report of the Independent Mid-Term Evaluation Team, the role of 
human capabilities was linked to the objective of promoting domestic factor 
inputs as a means towards achieving self-reliance. 

256. Taking all these recommendations into consideration, the ninth Conference 
of African Ministers of Industry (Harare, May 1989) took Decision 13(IX) on 
the "Development of human resources and technological and entrepreneurial 
capabilities". The decision "urges African member states and 
regional/subregional organizations to pay particular attention and priority to 
the development of industrial skills, particula~ly technological, engineering 
and entrepreneurial capabilities, in national human resource programmes and to 
ensure that adequate resources are earmarked for that purpose in national 
budgets as well as in technical co-operation programmes with UNDP and with 
other multilateral and bilateral funding agencies". 

The main components of this support programme are: 

1. Development of er.trepreneurial capabilities 

257. For industrialization to take place, there must be people willing to take 
risks and invest their money in manufacturing. The major role which the 
public sector plays in Africa stems largely from the lack of an indigenous 
entrepreneurial class in industry. Policies have to be developed to attract 
investors to industry and away from mere trading activities, and to upgrade 
informal sector operators into small and medium-scale industrialists. Action 
in this area should include: (1) identifying the class of people to be 
developed e.g. graduates, school leavers, retired civil servants, skilled 
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craftmen in the informal sector; (ii) preparing learning packages and 
investment opportunity pro~iles; (iii) developing a package of incentives and 
head-start programmes including soft loans, guaranteed loans, low equity 
contribution; (iv) using local consultants for industrial extension services; 
(v) identifying growth poles and negotiating ancillarization and 
subcontracting. This programme should go hand in hand with the development of 
small and medium-scale enterprises. A national small-scale industries 
corporation can be established to be the apex organization fo- all the support 
mechanisms for entrepreneurship development and small and medium enterprise 
development. 

2. Managerial capabilities 

258. While the ~uccess of industrialized countries is largely due to a 
combination of entrepreneurship and technology, a major role is played by good 
business management. Skilled managers are today at a premium in the 
international market. It is they who optimize operations by bringing about 
productive co-ordination between all disciplines in the business, production, 
materials management, maintenance, quality control, infrastructural support 
and marketing. Each of these disciplines calls for specialized management 
skills. It is managers who stimulate productivity, improve input-output 
ratios and harmonize management-labour relations. Ultimately it is they who 
produce the profits. 

259. It must be frankly admitted that Africa lacks such a cadre of trained 
managers. While there may be other adverse factors, the relatively poor 
performance of African industries, public and rrivate, is largely attributable 
to the absence of sound business management. A major goal of the second IDDA 
is the creation of a cadre of business managers. Such a cadre would include 
management skills at all levels - planning, strate~y, operations ~nd 
specialized disciplines. Of practical importance is the need to promote 
marketing management, which is one of the weaker areas in >frica. Equally in 
planning the development of management c3dres the importance of middle-level 
management, supervisors and foremen who provide tne back-bone of plant 
operations should not be minimized. 

3. Training and skills development 

260. The first step to be taken is to review the skills scenario of the 
r..'Juntry. This is a two-way exercise: 

(a) Assessing the country's manpower requirements for industrialization, 
both in terms of num~ers and in terms of skill levels; 

(b) Taking stock of the existing human resource base. This exercise 
will reveal the ga~s ~hich need to be filled. Such manpower 
planning exercises have been undertaken in several African 
countries. They need to be updated on the eve of the second IDDA 
and with specific reference to the projects and programmes selected 
for implementation during the Decade. 

4. Developm~nt of technical capabilities 

261. This relates to a higher level of skills. These include skills in 
research and development; skills in project identification, preparation of 
fea5ibil~ty studies and project reports; supervisory and management skills; 
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engineering skills of all kinds; industrial and financial planning skills; and 
skills for negotiating the procurement of technology equipment and consultancy 
services, plant erection and installation, etc. Action in this area will 
include: 

Reviewing the curricula of institutions of higher learning; 
Establishing centres of excellence for specific technical skills 
training; 
Strengthening existing science and technology and research 
institutions; 
Developing demand-oriented training programmes by adopting 
strategies that emphasize skills acquisition through joint ventures, 
training as part of technology acquisition, internship of public 
servants in industry and vice versa; 
Funding universities with schools of engineering, establishing a 
faculty of industrial management with such courses as: manufacturing 
systems analysis and design, manufacturing processes related to core 
industries in the country, engineering design, production 
engineering, industrial finance and marketing, energy economics, 
industrial economics, biotechnology and computer science; 
Developing entrepreneurial and management skills for large-scale 
public enterprises, through giving greater autonomy to management, 
together with an incentive scheme for better performance. 

5. Integration of women in industrial development 

262. A consideration of the question of human resource development and its 
impact on industrialization would be incomplete without a recognition of the 
important role which African •omen can play and indeed are piaying in the 
industrial process. While the national programmes do not make specific 
reference to this issue, there is widespread awareness in Africa of the need 
to take positive steps to integrated women into the developmental process. 

263. There are four areas in which this integration can take place: 

(a) Providing industrial employment to women by removing discriminatory 
recruitment practices and equalling wage levels. 

(b) Identifying jobs where women can be more productive than men 
(studies conducted in India and the ASEAN countries have shown that 
in industries where delicate work is called for such as electronics, 
the productivity of women is higher than that of men). 

(c) Advancing women into the managerial ranks. 
(d) Promoting and assisting women entrepreneurs. 

264. UNIDO has launched a special programme for integration of women in 
industrial development. 

(b) Human resources development in the national programmes 

265. Programmes for human resource development and capability-building 
constitute an important segment of the national programmes. 

266. There are in the national programmes proposals to strengthen technical 
and mana~ement institutions as well as vocational training. There are also 
plans to introduce management courses and entrepreneurship developmenL 
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programmes in Lhe universities. Reforms in the education system to promote 
technical education are also being undertaken. Moreover, research and 
developinent centres in the areas of building materials, leath~r and so on are 
being set up. Apprenticeship centres are being promoted in ~.ome coUDtries. 
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PART D. INDUSTRIALIZATION OF AFRICA'S LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (LDCs) 

I. PERFORMANCE OF AFRICAN LDCs DURING THE 1980s 

II. ACTION PROGRAMME FOR AFRICAN LDCs IN THE SECOND IDDA 

III. UNIDO's PROGRAMME FOR AFRICAN LDCs 

IV. EGA's PROGRAMME FOR AFRICAN LDCs 

V.. NATIONAL PROGRAMMES OF AFRICAN LDCs 
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267. Out of the 42 developing countries recognized as LDCs, as many as 29 are 
located in Africa. Effectively more than 50 per cent of African countries are 
LDCs. The GDP per capita of African LDCs in 1987 was around US$227. The 
share of industry ranged from 6 per cent to 16 per cent country to country. 

268. In 1981, the Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the 
Least Developed Countries (SNPA) was adopted in Paris by the first United 
Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries with a view to 
transforming the economies of these countries towards self-sustained 
development, and enabling them to provide at least internationally accepted 
minimum standards of nutrition, health, transport and communications, housing 
and education as well as job opportunities to all their citizens, and 
particularly to the rural and urban poor. In the decade 1980s, however, 
throughout which national and international efforts on behalf of these 
countries were supposed to be intensified, the GDP growth rate attained by the 
LDCs as a whole has been lower than that recorded in the 1970s: 2.3 pe= cent 
per year during 1980-1987, as against a corresponding average of 3.6 per cent 
in the 1970s. More disappointingly, this growth rate, unlike that of the 
1970s, is below that of population (2.4 per cent), which implies a 
deterioration in per capita terms. 

269. Thus, achievement has fallen short of SNPA targets. The SNPA set an 
annual GDP growth target of 7.2 per cent for the LDCs: the actual average rate 
has been 2.3 per cent. The SNPA had set an annual growth target of 4 per cent 
for agricultural production: the actual rate has been 2 per cent. The SNPA 
had called for manufacturing output in the LDCs to grow at an annual rate of 
the growth rate of at least 9 per cent: the actual rate has been 2 per cent, 
less than half of the growth rate reached during 1970s. Th~ SNPA called for 
the eradication of illiteracy in these countries: the absolute number of 
illiterates continues to rise. The SNPA had called for Official Development 
Assistance (ODA) to LDCs to reach 0.15 per cent of donors' GDP but ODA reached 
only 0.09 per cent. what is more disturbing, the 0.09 per cent figure 
represents the ODA provided to the present list of 42 LDCs (with a populatioi
of 413 million), whereas the 0.15 per cent target had been set for the 31 
countries in the LDC list at the time the first United Nations Conference on 
the Least Developed C~untries in 1981 (with a population of 348 million). 
While aid has lacked behind the needs of LDCs, their trade deficits, debt 
burden and fiscal imbalances have been growing beyond the proportions 
previously experienced. 

270. Among the factors that were considered as a prerequisite for the 
successful implementation of the SNPA for the 1980s was a significant increase 
in financial resources. However, the low domestic savings ratio (in 1987, 
average domestic savings rate in sub-Saharan Africa was estimated at 4.9 per 
cent ,f GDP) did not permit productive investments in the manufacturing 
sector. In addition, the direLt flows of Official Development Assistance 
(ODA) to industries in LDCs have been relatively small a1though per capita ODA 
to LDCs stood at US$30 compared to US$17 to the other developing countries 
(1988). A UNIDO study concluded that 40 per cent of the external financial 
flows to the industrial sector came in the form of export credits, about 30 
per cent from private bank lending and an average of between 5 to 10 per cent 
from non-concessional loans from multilateral development finance 
institutions, the latter :egistering a sharp drop compared to the situation in 
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1980. Moreover, the tendency has been to concentrate on "safe markets", with 
thP. consequence that many LDCs were excluded. 

271. Taking population growth into account, many African LDCs experienced 
negative growth rates in MVA per capita during the first half cf the 1980s. 
In most of them, MVA also declined in overall terms. In many African LDCs, it 
would therefore te more accurate to ref~r to de-industrialization rather than 
industrialization dur!ng the 1980s. Within this rather grim picture, some 
African LDCs have performed reasonably well. Botswana and Cape Verde had GDP 
growth rates higher than 2 per cent. Growth of agriculture production was 
above 4 per cent in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde and Guinea-Bissau. 
Botswana, Malawi and Togo succeeded in maintaining gross domestic savings 
consistently above 10 per cent during the period 1980-87. However, only one 
African country, Lesotho, surpassed the annual SNPA target of 9 per cent 
during 1981-89. 

272. In the African LDCs, th~ manufacturing sector still predominantly 
consists of consumer goods industries, with little capacity for the production 
of intermediate and capital goods. The lack of linkages between industry and 
the other sectors of the economy has resulted in a heavy dependence of those 
countries on imported inputs and has hindered accomplishment of any durable 
structural changes. 

273. Except for food processing, the modern manufacturing sector in LDCs tends 
to be highly import-intensive. Evidence from a UNIDO survey of industrJes in 
the African region reveals that in the brewing industry, for instance, 
virtually all raw materials except water are imported. The same applies to 
practically all other branches of light and intermediate industries such as 
softdrink bottling, footwear, leather, apparel and metals. Of the 100 
manufactured products produced by the 40 African countries covered in the 
survey, roughly 55 per cent of the product samples had an import content of 
close to 100 per cent; only in agro-industries and textiles was the import 
content under 25 per cent. 

274. One consequence of this heavy dependence on imported input is a lack of 
linkage between the industrial sector and the rest of the economy. Once the 
LDCs started to experience severe balance-of-payment deficits, as they did 
throughout the 1980s when commodity prices were low, f~reign exchange to 
obtain the inputs is simply not available, and hence there is a reduction in 
capacity utilization if not outright closure. 

275. rn the 1990s, it appears that industry in the LDCs might face a problem 
of survival rather than development, given the present macro-economic 
environment in most of those countries. Nevertheless, in all LDCs, the 
manufacturing sector has an important role to play in providing consumer goods 
and inputs to agriculture, in processing its outputs, and ln creating job 
opp~rtunities, thereby linking the unemployment problems faced by many LDCs 
with questions relating to the promotion of the private sector and the 
creation development of small and medium-scale industries. 
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276. The second United Nations Conference on the LDCs (UNLDC II) was convened 
in Paris in September 1990. Drawing on the experience and lessons from the 
1980s, the Conference developed and adopted the "Programme of Action for the 
Least Developed Countries for the 1990s" and a final declaration ("Paris 
Declaration") proclaiming participanto' commitment to implementing this 
Programme throughout the decade. 

277. The Paris Declaration laid down priority areas: 

To conduct a macro-economic policy review, taking account of market 
signals and aimed at accelerating long-term growth and development, 
showing concern for the situation of the most vulnerable groups of 
the population; 
To develop human resources, by making the individual (men and women) 
the main protagonist and beneficiary of development, which entails 
respect for human rights and social justice, and by applying 
effective population, health, education, training and employment 
policies; 
To reverse the trend towards enviroru:iental degradation, to manage 
the environment with a view to the effective and durable utilization 
of natural resources and to reinforce action to deal with disasters; 
To promote an integrated policy of rural development aimed at 
increasing food production, increasing rural income and expanding 
non-agricultural activities; 
To develop a diversified productive sector based on private 
initiative, profitable public enterprises, regional co-operation, 
greater access to the world market and international action in the 
field of raw materials. 

278. The Programme of Action itself is a comprehensive statement of strategy 
and policy, which delineates the national and international actions that need 
to be pursued during the 1990s. 

279. It outlines a number of principles that should constitute the basis for 
action for the least developed countries, their development partners including 
international organizations, financial insti.tutions and development funds. 
Concerned non-governmental organizations, including particularly indigenous 
non-govermental organizations, are also requested to participate in the 
Programme Action. 

280. The basic principles stress the following theme~: shared responsibility 
and strengthened partnership as vital to success of the Programme; Afrjcan 
least developed countries having the primary responsibility for the 
formulation and implementation of development policies and priorities; the 
need for adequate external support by development partners; commitments and 
strengthened joint efforts by least developed countries and development 
partners to render the Programme of Action operational, to implement its 
constituent parts and to ensure coherence and complementarity between 
national and international efforts. 

281. It develops a global framework containing the following elements; 
macro-economic framework; financing growth and development (domestic and 
P.Xternal resources); external indebtedness of l~ast developed countries; 
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external trade; and strengthening economic and technical co-operation between 
least developed countries and other developing countries. 

282. In the areas of sectoral policies and aeasures, the Progranne of Action 
includes two broad sections: 

1. Mobilizing and developing human capacities in least developed 
countries; 

2. Development, particularly expansion and modernization of the 
economic base. 
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283. UBIDO's response to the Programme of Action is in three areas: 

a) UBIDO medium-term plan (1990-95) updated (1992-1997); 
b) Industrial Action PLan for the LDCs; 
c) On-going progra11111es for LDCs. 

a) UBIDO's medium-term plan 

284. UBIDO's medium-term plan is not specifically designed for a selected 
group of countries such as LDCs. Its priorities include: 

human resource development; 
development, expansion and modernization of the economic base; 
promotion of small and medium scale industries; 
i~dustrial rehabilitation; 
develoP'llent L~d transfer of technology; 
environment and energy. 

285. All these areas of action are relevant to the second IDDA and of 
particular concern to LDCs. 

b) The Industrial Action Plan for LDCs 

286. As a follow-up to the Second United Nations Conference on LDCs held in 
September 1990, preparations are presently underway to draft an industrial 
plan of action for the LDCs to be adopted by the forthcoming General 
Conference of UNIDO in November 1991. This plan would be based on a series of 
studies and analyses of existing conditions, expected and intended changes and 
the scope for policy intenvention covering five main areas: 

mobilizing human capacities in the LDCs; 
improvement of their institutional capabilities; 
industry and economic expansion; 
industrial rural development; 
development of industrial incentives 

287. The Industrial Action Plan for LDCs would provide a broad framework for 
the operation! programmes of UNIDO for the LDCs in the 1990s such as tecllnical 
r.o-operation, prom~tional and programming activities. 
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IV. ECA's PROGRAMME FOR AFRICAN LDCs 

288. Since the adoption, in 1981, of the Substantial New Programme of Action 
for Least Developed Countries, ECA has set up a special sub-programme for 
African least developed countries as part of the Programme on Development 
issues and Policies in Africa. In addition a special section was created in 
the structure of the Secretariat to implement the sub-programme. 

289. In the 1980s, ECA undertook a number of studies and technical advisory 
services in favor of African LDCs. Among the main stuaies and reviews 
undertaken are (a) a review of economic and social conditions in African LDCs 
(1980-1989) and the prospects for 1990 and 1991; (b) a review of the 
implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA) for the 1980s 
for LDCs; (c) a preliminary evaluation of employment situation in LDCs. The 
three technical papers dealt with a wide spectrum of key sectors of food, 
agriculture and manufacturing, debt problems and resources flow; a framework 
of policy measures for consideration in th~ 1990s; more investment, new 
technology and technical support services to imp~ove the productivity of rural 
economy. ECA has also been involved, in the 1980s in the technical 
preparation of UNDP round table conferences for a number of African LDCs.; 

290. During the period 1991-1997, the ECA activities with respect to African 
LDCs will be to: 

(a) assess !nternational efforts in the implementation of SNPA with a 
view to promoting the necessary structural cha.1ges required to 
overcome LDC's extreme economic difficulties through actions such as 
improving aid modalities, adjusting the volume of aid and its use to 
development needs of LDCs; 

(b) undertake studies which will assist LDCs in formulating plans and 
programmes on the basis of appropriate planning methodologies with a 
view to transforming their economies; 

(c) ilndertake studies on efficient macro-economic management, effective 
mobilization and efficient allocation of domestic resources, 
including human resources development; 

(d) identify technical co-operation projects for submission to donors 
for funding; 

(e) organizing the meetings of the Conference of African least developed 
countries, for consultation on common problems and identification of 
appropriate actions. 
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291. The majority of African LDCs have prepared their national programmes for 
the second IDDA. The projections of the LDCs have been i~cluded in the 
earlier analysis in Part C. 

292. One significant factor appears in the national programmes of Africar. 
LDCs. Virtually, all of them have adopted World Bank sponsored Structural 
Adjustment Programmes. This has involved re-orientation of policies towards 
economic liberalization, reduction of the state sector in industry, 
encouragement of private entrepreneurship and a high priority for capability 
building and infrastructural development. These approaches are in tune with 
the strategic approach of the second IDDA. 

293. One other factor equally clearly emerges. Most of the LDCs are extremely 
small (population vise). The setting up of large-scale industrial plants on 
an optimal basis is not practical. Hence these countries will need to 
concentrate, as indeed they are doing, on promoting the small and medium 
sectors and to go in for export-oriented industries, in view of their limited 
domestic markets. So far as large scale industry is concerned, the most 
pragmatic course would be for African LDCs to participate in regional and 
sub-regional ventures. 
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294. Visions and dreams of development, strategies of industrialization, 
projects and programmes acquire a sense of reality if they can be backed by 
financia) resources, specifically mobilized and deployed for the purpose. One 
of the ha~dicaps faced during the first IDDA and onP of the reasons, amongst 
others, why the first IDDA did not come up to expectations, was that the 
required investment finance was not forthcoming. 

295. The financial scenario at the commencement of the second IDDA ls rather 
grim. The debt burden of the continent has reached staggering proportions 
estimated to be over US$250 billion. The d~bt service ratio of the majority 
of member states ls well over fifty per cent. Most governments are running 
large budgetary deficits. Public enterprises are not giving adequate returns 
on invested capital and many of them have to be supported by the public 
exchequer. Domestic savings are very low. The capability of governments to 
raise tax resources has reached saturation point. The flow of foreign capital 
has dried up. The continent is today heavily dependent on loans and grants 
from bilateral donors, World Bank loans, IMF assistance and costly foreign 
commercial borrowings. 

296. This picture is being painted in frank terms not with any intention of 
dampening the enthusiasm for the second IDDA but only to suggest the urgent 
need to prevent wastages and unauthorised leakages, to ensure that adequate 
returns are obtained from existing lnvest~ents, to determine with great 
prudence and competen~~ the scale and direction of new investments and to 
promote the con~ept of financial discipline. Indeed, financial consciousness 
ls one of the esse~tlal ingredients of the industrial culture which Africa is 
now seeking and must seek to acquire. 

297. The financial requirements for the implementation of the second IDDA fall 
under the following broad categories: 

1. Funds for developing the physical infrastructure; 
2. Funds for improving the institutional infrastructure inciuding human 

resource development; 
3. Funds for rehabilitation and reconstruction of existing industries; 
4. Investment funds for new ventures; 
5. Financial resources for technical aid and consultancy. 

298. The money required for the first two categories will mainly have to come 
from the public exchequer. The financing of categories three and four will 
rest with the Governments so far the public sector industries are concerned, 
and it should be noted that in many African countries, the public sector share 
of industry is dominant. The funds for private investments, and its share is 
expected to increase, will have to be mobilized from domestic savings and 
foreign capital. The financing of category five will largely come from 
bilateral and multilateral sources. 
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I. ESTIMATING THE COSTS 

299. The exercise of estimating the funding requirements of the second IDDA 
is, by no means, an easy task. The following elements inherent in the 
situation have to be kept in mind. 

1. We are dealing with a time frame of ten years, whereas the plan 
periods of most African countries cover four or five years. Cost 
estimations even for these shorter time ~rames have gone awry. As a 
result in many countries, the plans have, de facto, become 
co-terminus with annual budgetary periods. The experience has been 
that even over a period of one year, the accuracy of cost 
forecasting cannot be guaranteed. In this context, the enormity of 
the problem of attempting to make cost estimations over a period of 
ten years will be appreciated. 

2. During a decade, a number of uncertainties exist and assumptions 
have to be made. Amongst these are: 

the degree of cost escalation; 
the extent of inflation; 
the movement of world commodity prices; 
changes in costs of imported technology, machinery, components, 
spare parts and raw materials. 

3. At this early stage of the second IDDA, African countries have still 
to finalize their priorities, to allocate resources, to review their 
national plans and strategies and to decide on the investment 
portfolio. This ls of course, an on-going process. The pipeline 
includes projects at various stages: 

preliminary project ideas; 
feasibility studies and reports currently under preparation; 
completed feasibility studies under analysis and consideration 
for investment; 
approved projects awaiting financing; 
projects un-•er construction; 
projects under commissioning; 
operating units. 

Cost estimates at the earlier stages of these operations cannot possibly 
be firm l'lnd would be in the nature of "guesstimates". 

4. A definitional problem also arises. When we speak of the costs of 
the second IDDA, to what extent should we include the costs of 
building the physical infrastructure, strengthening the 
institutional infrastructure and human resource develop~ent? 
Certainly, these activities are a necessary foundation for the 
industrialization process, but they also serve other sectors of the 
economy and are a part of wider development expenditure. How much 
of such costs are attributable to industrialization? A question 
which perhaps has no answer. 

5. It is comparatively easier to estimate investment costs and to make 
a financial plan, where investment decisions are centralized. In 
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countries with comprehensive national planning, with a dominant role 
of the public sector and with centralized investment decision 
making, and till recently a large number af Afric~n countries were 
of this type, cost estimaticn exercises could be organized. But, as 
earlier noted, major structural changes have been taking place in 
Africa in recent years. There is a move towards opening up and 
liberalization of economies, reducing the role of the public sector, 
promoting private entrepreneurship and stimulating a market 
orientation. This makes the calculation more complex since there 
are imponderables such as the extent of the response of the private 
sector to the openings being provided to them and particularly the 
ability of Africa to attract foreign investment in the changed world 
circumstances. 
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II. MOBILIZING THE RESOURCES 

300. Since the con~ept of self-reliance implies the reduc~ion and progressive 
elimination of Africa's present position of dependency on the outside world. 
there is an in-built presumption that in the matter of financing development, 
Africa will stand on its own feet and ~obilize the funds needed for financing 
the second IDDA. This, of course, is currently not a practical pr~position. 
Africa's heavy debt burden, its budgetary deficits and the weakness of 
domestic savings makes fo~eign assistance an imperative during the decade. 

301. The funding sources for the second IDDA include: 

(1) Budgetary resources of member states; 
(2) Finances provided by the national banking systems including both 

coaunercial and development banks; 
(3) Loans from the World Bank, IMF and other international financial 

agencies; 
(4) Loans from the African Development Bank and Africa Development Fund; 
(5) Loans and grants from bilateral donors; 
(6) International Commercial loans; 
(7) Surpluses of public sector enterprises; 
(8) Equity investments by the domestic private sector; 
(9) Foreign investment capital; 
(IO) Export earnings; 
(11) Financial and technical assistance from UNDP; 
(12) Financial and technical assistance from other agencies in the United 

Nations family. 

Budgetary resources 

302. It is in this area that the member states will need to make the maximum 
effort to reduce budgetary deficits and to generate income. Among the steps 
which are being considered by African countries are: 

reduction and elimination of wasteful expenditures; 
reduction in military spending; 
reduction in subsidies financed by the budget; 
cost-effective management of Government and public sector services; 
review of pricing policies of public services, to cover costs; 
review of policies and practices of public enterprises to stimulate 
surplus generation; 
review of interest rates to stimulate savings; 
review of taxation structure; 
investment based on sound economic criteria after carefully prepared 
feasibility studies; 
investments preferably in low capital, high yielding and high 
employment generation industries. 

303. AR the national progranunes reveal, all African countries are engaged in 
these exercises and in the revamping of public pollcies aimed at strengthening 
national budget. 
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304. Heavy investments have been made in public sector enterprises. Until no~ 
adequate retu~ns on capital have not been rec~ived and in many cases losses of 
public enterprises have had to be financed from budgetary sources. A major 
component of the second IDDA programme is the restructuring of public 
enterprises and upgrading of their performance. Iwo benefits to resource 
mobilization will arise if tne programme succeeds: 

Government budgets will be relieved of the responsibility of 
financing public enterprises losses; 
Surpluses produced by PEs will be available for their own expansion 
programmes and for other developmental activities. 

Encouraging private sector 

305. A considerable amount of private capital in Africa is today going into 
trading activities, mostly in what is described as the informal sector. Since 
most of these transactions are unaccounted, it is not easy to indicate the 
quantum of funds involved. The opening up of African economies, encouragement 
of the growth of the small and medium sectors and promotion of private 
entrepreneurship ~hould draw these funds into the IDDA activity network. 

306. However, if the private sector, particularly small and medium industries 
are to grow they will require suppo~t including availability of bank finance 
for working capital, long-term loans for investment projects, allocations of 
foreign exchange for import of plant and equipment, technology, raw materials, 
spares and components. The mobilization of domestic savings is related to 
wider macro-economic issues such as rates of inflation, interest rates and 
currency stability. 

Attracting foreigu investment 

307. One of the i~ponderables is the extent to which African couatries can 
attract foreign venture capital to invest in Africa during the second IDDA. 
The previous exploitation of the continent by foreign companies during the 
colonial era had naturally created a wall of distrust and there has been a 
tendency to police, control and regulate foreign investment. The investment 
code had a regulatory rather than a promotionai character. 

308. There is now a growing realization that there is in fact no rush of 
foreign capital waiting to invest in Africa, that the infrastructural and 
policy envi~onment in most African countries inhibits foreign investment and 
that there are other and new at~as such as China and Eastern Europe, which are 
cttracting world capital. Clearly, a special effort will need to be made to 
make the African environment m<'re attractive, partly by improving the physical 
and instit~tional infrastructure, partly by reviewing incentives and partly by 
revamping Investment Codes. Most of the natior.al programmes have examined 
this question and hP~e proposed new approaches including revised Investment 
Codes. 
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III. F1JNDING ESTIMATE~ IN THE NATIONAL PROGRAMMES 

309. It is of course by no means easy for member states to estimate the 
overall costs of their national programme over a period of ten years, as 
projects are at different stages of formulation and implementation. 

310. The concept 'f self-reliance implies that the funding of IDDA pro~rammes 
should be the prime responsibility of member states. They would need to 
allocate budgetary resources for this purpose and also mobilize external 
resources. It is, however, recognized that in the present socio-economic 
crisis conditions and on-going Structural Adjustment Programmes, it might 
prove difficult for member states to make budgetary allocations for new 
projects. 

311. To overcome the financial constraints at the national level, member 
states could tap funds from the following sources: 

EEC-ACP Regional Development Fund under the Lome Convention; 
Assista~ce from the United Nations system in mobilizing external 
resource~; 

Assistance from the ADB/ECA/UNDP India planned South-South 
Partnership Centre in mobilizing resources from other developing 
countries; 
Organization of investment fora and round-tables at national and 
sub-regional levels on IDDA II projects. 
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312. One of the major source of funds for industrial development is foreign 
direct investment (FDI) in industrial ventures. The issue is whether Africa 
will be able to attract such investments during the closing decade of the 
century. 

313. A recent UNIDO study (PPD.167 of 10 July 1990) on "Foreign Direct 
Investments: Recent Trends, Major Determinants and Policy Implications" brings 
out some very revealing facts and figures. 

314. The total outflow of FDI in 1988 amounted to the impressive figure of 
US$115 billion. What is even more starling is that the 1989 figure is 
estimated at US$180 billion, a 57 per cent rise in one year. Five countries, 
United States, United Kingdom, Japan, Germany and France were the source of 80 
per cent of FDI. 

315. What is however disturbing to developing countries and to Africa in 
particular is the direction in which FDI is flowing. The developed countries 
share of FDI flows was as high as 78.8 per cent during the period 1984-87. As 
against the this all developing countries put together received US$11.2 
billion i.e. 9-8 per cent of the total FDI outflow. This compares 
unfavourably with the share of 37.8 p~r cent in 1981. 

316. Within the developing countries, the FDI flow is concentrated en what are 
evidently perceived to be more attractive areas for investment. Eighteen 
countries acco1L~ted for 86 per ~ent of the FDI flow lo developing countries. 
Among these are Mexico and Brazil, and the NICs of Asia, Indonesia, South 
Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. The Asian NICs are 
attracting today the lion's share of FDI flows. The position of LDCs in 
respect of FDI flows has worsened from 3 per cent of total FDI to 1.4 per cent 
in 1981. 

317. In this scenario, what is the position of Af~ica? Of all the developing 
regions, Africa has clearly fared the worst. Its share of FDI flows to 
developing countries was as low as 8 per cent in 1980. Even this dropped to 
5.6 per cent by 1987. It is a chastening thought that in 1987, the whole of 
Africa received substantially less FDI inflows than the island country of 
Singapore! 

318. As in the other developing regions, the flow of FDI to Africa is 
concentrated on a relatively small number of countries, practically all of 
which are oil exporters. During ~he 1981-8~ period, Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, 
Nigeria and Tunisia accounted for almost 90 per cent of FDI inflows into the 
African region. With the exceptio~ of Egypt, all FDI flows into these 
countries have fallen by varying degrees throughout the 1980s. The sharpest 
fall was registered by Nigeria. While Nigeria received 463 million SDR in 
1982, large-scale disinvestments by companies operating in the oil industry 
account for the decline to 53 million SDR in 1987. In contrast, Egypt has 
received over 1 billion SDR. Egypt is now, far and away, the biggest 
recepient of FDI in the region. 

319. The overall decline in FDI inflows into these countries has not been 
compensated for by the emergence of other countries as significant recepients 
of FD!. Indeed, of major concern is the failure of middle-income countries 
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like Kenya, Morocco, Zambia and Zimbabwe to attract such investments. 

320. Most of the national programmes have, in their projections for the second 
IDDA made assumptions about the inflow of FDI. Further, many of the member 
states are in the process of revamping, their policies and redesigning their 
Investment Codes, with a view to attracting foreign investment. As the UNIDO 
surveys points out FDI flows are extremely sensitive to economic policies in 
developing countries. 

321. The following suggestions are made in the survey: 

Most countries have to do more than adopt a hospitable attitude to 
foreign investors. Apart from offering a stable and promising economic 
and political environment, governments should pay close attention to the 
regulatory framework and procedures adopted towards prospective 
investors,. Among entry conditions that particularly affect FDI are: 
controls on foreign exchange transactions (governing import of inputs and 
payments of dividends, royalties or principal); investment incP.ntives 
(which may cancel out between ~ountries but still affect the choice 
between them), subsidies for training or borrowing; effective rates of 
protection against imports; access to world-price inputs (critical for 
export-oriented activities); and freedom to choose ownership shares. The 
most significant of these conditions in the context of future YDI trends 
are likely to be those concerning foreign exchange transactions, access 
to world price inputs and the freedom to choc&e ownership shares. 

322. In return for granting privileges, increasing use could be made of 
"performance guarantees", tying investment approval to agreed actions to raise 
local skills, undertake local research, buy local inputs or export specified 
amounts. Performance guarantees are an increasingly common feature of FDI 
negotiations ev~n in developed countries, especially when very large projects 
are involved, and it is appropriate for developing countries to build them 
with their bargaining strategies. 

323. All this points to the necessity of more active African economic 
diplomacy with a view to marketing IDDA II projects and attracting foreign 
investment 
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324. The financial position of almost all member states is auch that economic 
development in the 1990s would only be possible with the assistance of large 
scale injections of development aid from abroad. This has been recognized in 
the national programmes and member states are in the process of negotiating 
such aid flows from bilateral and multilateral sources. 

325. A recent review (December 1990) by the United Nations Inter-Agency Task 
Force on the implementation of United Nations Prcgramme of Action for Africa's 
Economic Recovery and Development (UNPAAERD) of resource flows to Africa 
during 19P~-1990, concluded that net resource flows to Africa in real terms 
declined sharply, mainly due to disappearance of net export credits and 
rapidly increasing debt service payments. 

326. The notable feature of resource transfers to African countries during 
that period is, on one hand, the important role played by official flows, 
which, by 1989 represented about 85 per cent of the totality of flows and, on 
the other hand, the switch to concessional flows. The virtual disappearance 
of export credits and international bank lending reflected the incapacity of 
African countries to attract flows on non-concessional terms. Net flows cf 
foreign direct investment to Africa also remained at dismally low levels, 
acrounting for a small 2.5 per cent of overall net flows in 1989 - compared to 
more than 12 per cent in 1982. 

327. Although the share of official flows has increased, the volume of these 
flows remained constant in real terms. Similarly, ODA receipts in real terms 
have stagnated, although in nominal terms ODA increased by 43 per cent in 1989 
as compared with 1985. Regarding the composition of official flows, two 
factors need to be emphasized. First, the majority of non-concessional 
bilateral flows d!d not represent flows but consisted mainly of rescheduled 
debt within the Paris Club; this also reflected the fact that prior to 1989 
most of Paris Club debt of African countries was rescheduled on 
non-concessional terms. Secondly, technical assistance expenditure 
represented on average about a third of bilateral ODA. 

328. The actual net resource transfer to Africa (net of interest and dividend 
payments), during the period 1986-90, in real terms (in 1985 prices and 
exchange rates), amounted to $8.4 billion on average per year. rnis amount 
fell short of estimates ma1e by African countries and by other experts on the 
financial requirements of Africa over the period. The African countries 
estimated at the time of submission of APPER in 1985 that the full 
implementation of the Priority Programme would require the support of external 
resources equivalent to $46 billion, and about $9 billion annually, on the 
average, on a net transfer basis. On the other hand, the Advisory Group of 
Experts on Financial Flows for Africa appointed by the United Nations 
Secretary-General in 1988 (known as the "Wass Commission") recommended an 
annual increase in the net financial flow of $5 billion above what was 
expected to be available in 1987. This target was far from being achieved. 

329. What are the prospects of aid flow to Africa :n the 1990s. Some 
indications are available from the international initiatives to mobilize 
additional resources for Africa. These include: 
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(1) Special programme of assistance (SPA} 

330. The most important international initiative in favor of African countries 
during the period 1986-1990 was the SPA launched by the World Bank in December 
1987. The ~PA was originally a three-year (1988-1990) programme set tlp to 
help mobilize and co-ordinate quick disbursing financial assistance and 
concessional debt relief to support adjustment in the low-income, 
debt-stressed sub-Saharan countries. SPA included five sources of financing: 
IDA adjustment lending, co-financing and co-ordinated financing from bilateral 
and other multilateral donors, IDA ?flows for alleviation of IBRD debt 
burden, the IMF's Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) and Enhanced Adjustment 
Facility (ESAF) and concessional debt relief. 

331. The World Bank estimated that within the first SPA, donors and creditors 
mobilized almost $16 billion in adjustment support (including the value of 
debt relief). These resources are expected to cover about 95 per cent of 
balance-of-payments financing needs of SPA-eligible countries. Of the $6.0 
billion pledged by bilateral donors UI?der the programme of co-financing and 
co-ordinated financing, the World Bank estimated that about half was in 
addition to assistance already plaIUled for the recipient countries. 

332. Donors have recently agreed on the extension of the SPA for another 
three-year period (1991-1993). The second SPA aims to assure adjustment 
support of $22.5 billion for eligible countries. The envisaged adjustment 
support would be additional to investment or project aid. Sixty per cent of 
this amount would come from concessional loans and grants (with the IMF and 
the World Bank contributing an amount equivalent to fifteen per cent and 
bilateral and other multilateral agencies providing thirty per cent), and the 
rest is projected to come from continued concessional debt relief. Bilateral 
donors had pledged for a total of $8 billion under the co-financing programme. 

(2) Structural adiustment facility (SAF) 

333. The International Monetary Fund established in March 1986 a SAF, which is 
financed by reflows of trust-fund loans financed by IMF gold sales in the 
1970s. Subsequently in 1987 the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility 
(ESAF), financed by special contributions in the form of both loans and 
grants, was established. Under these two facilities, resources are provided 
on concessional terms to support medium-term structural adjustment 
low-income countries facing protracted balance of payments problP 
ESAF together can provide about $12 billion in ten-year credits, 

SAF and 
5 1/2 

years of grace, at an interest rate of 0.5 per cent. Sixty-two c ies are 
eligible for access to these facilities, including 34 sub-Saharan .rican 
countries. 

334. At the end of 1990, thP. amount committed for African countries under SAF 
was $1.34 billion (about 55 per cent of total SAF commitments), of which $1.29 
billion were disbursed (about 60 per cent of total SAF disbursements), and 
total ESAF resources committed to African countries amounted to $1.77 billion 
(86 per cent of total ESAF commitments), of which $0.97 billion were disbursed 
(87 per cent of total ESAF disbursements). 
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335. The recently concluded Lome IV arrangement between the European Economic 
community (EEC) and the 68 associated African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) 
countries (of which 42 are African countries) provides for increase in 
resources over Lome III. The new agreement commits ECU 12 billion ($14.5 
billion) for the period 1990-1995, more than 40 per cent nominal increase over 
Lome III expenditures. The increase of resources under the Stabex programme 
by more than sixty per cent in nominal terms is a welcome development 
especially for the mono commodity-dependent African countries. The terms of 
assistance were also improv~d. 

(4) IDA 

336. Agreement was reached in December 1989 on the ninth replenishment of IDA 
resources for the three-year period 1991-1~93, for an amount equivalent to 
$15.5 billion. Although in nominal terms IDA-9 represents an increase of !2 
per cent over IDA-8, in real terms the valu~ of resources remains unchanged 
with additional countries, such as Nigeria and Angola, becoming eligible for 
IDA resources, there will likely be further pressure on IDA lending capacity. 
The level of support to sub-Saharan Africa countries - currently between 45 
and 50 per cent - will be maintained. In the framework of the second SPA, 
IDA-9 commitments for adjustment support to IDA-only countries in sub-Saharan 
Africa are programmed at about $2.8 billion during fiscal years 1991-1993. 

(5) African Development Bank 

337. The capital of the ADB was increased by 200 per cent in 1987. This has 
permitted a near doubling of annual lending by the main lending arm of the ADB 
group in the present five-year operational programme (1987-1991). 

338. However, more and more of ADB members are in no position to borrow at 7.4 
per cent from the Bank's main lending arm. For more than 30 countries in the 
region, ADB loans come from the concessional fund of the Bank, the African 
Development Fund (ADF). For the next five year operational programme 
1992-1996, the Bank plans to intensify actions in reducing poverty in Africa. 
In this context the sixth replenishment of the ADF which is currently under 
negotiations, should be given full attention. The ADB is hoping that donors 
will agree to a 75 per cent increase in the ADF resources, which would mean an 
injection of $4.75 billion to its concessional lending over the next three 
years. 

339. These initiatives cover only the first three years of IDDA and in the 
case of the Lome Convention, the first five years. There are no firm 
commitments for the ten year period. However, it would not be unreasonable to 
assume that the level of aid flows will at least remain the same throughout 
the decade, at constant prices. As extrapolation, made on the basis of this 
assumption, gives us an aid flow to Africa figure for 1991 - 2000 of 
approximately US$170 billion. 

340. The figures indicated above represent the total aid flows. It would be 
difficult to identify how much of this aid flow will go to industry and to 
IDDA-related programmes. Past trends reveal that aid flows have gene~ally 
moved to agricultural development, food security, improvement of social 
services such as education and health and infrastructural development 
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progra11111es. Undoubtedly, many of these programmes, as is revealed by the 
national programme for IDDA, are supportive of the IDDA, particularly human 
resource development and strengthening of the physical and institutional 
trends. The direct allocations to industry are in the region of 5 to 7 per 
cent and if these trends continue, an amount of approximately US$10 billion 
may be available specifically for industrial development. 

341. While recognizing the importance of foreign aid in Africa's 
industrialization, there may be negative aspects of tied aid (e.g. 
over-costing of projects make them non-viable). It is therefore necessary 
that before accepting foreign tied aid, a careful analysis of 
cost-effectiveness and impact on the development of the economy, should be 
made. 
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I. IMPLEMENTING THE SECOND IDDA 

342. There is a wide gulf between visions and realities, between aspirations 
and achievements, between plans and programmes and their actual realization. 
Partly this gulf arises because the plans are themselves unrealistic and 
therefore inherently unrealizable; partly because mechani~~s are not set up to 
watch continously the progress of implementation, to identify problems and 
circumstances which demand modifications in approach and to make mid-course 
corrections. 

343. Learning from the lessons of the last decade, the programme for the 
second IDDA has been built from the grassroots level on the basis of national 
programmes. A more realistic view has been taken about priorities. The 
projects and programmes proposed are modest in scope, ~re built on African 
natural resources. The aim is not only to build African industrial capacity 
but, more importantly, African industrial capability. 

344. What is now needed is to ensure that the projected programmes are 
actually implemented. The responsibility for implementation does not and 
should not rest solely on the shoulders of the national GoveITIJLents. the 
second IDDA is conceived as a participative exercise involving many 
contributing parties. These include: 

Government at the political level; 
Government at the civil service and bureaucratic levels; 
Managers of public enterprises; 
Investors, entrepreneurs and managers of the private sector; 
SEall-scal~ industrialists; 
The self-emp.1..""Ved sector; 
The banking system - developmental and commercial; 
The educational system - universities, technical training 
institutions, management schools; 
Research and developmeut centres; 
Foreign inv~stors; 
Suppliers of technology and equipment; 
Bilateral aid agencies; 
Multilateral aid agencies; 
Organizations of the United Nations family; 
The World Bank and IMF; 
Regional institutions. 
Non-Governmental Organizations. 

345. All these agen:ies and organizations have a definite role to play. An 
effort needs to be made to generate their interest and secure their fullest 
support. 
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II. ~0-0RDINATING AND MONITORING THE EFFORT 

346. The member states themselves undertook the responsibility of conceiving 
~nd art1cula~ing their national programmes. Equally, it is their 
responsibili~y to ensure imple~entation and co-ordination. 

347. The framework and guidelines had proposed, for the consideration of the 
member states, a number of possible mechanisms including: 

a national agro-industries commission; 
a national commission for revitalizatf.on of public sector enterprises 
a special~zed wing of the Ministry of Industry to oversee 
rehabilitation programmes, prevention maintenance and manufacture of 
spare parts; 
an industrial manpower task force; 
an inter-disciplinary team to upgrade the physical infrastructure. 

348. The suggested agencies were not intended to be new institutions, 
expanding the bureaucracy. Their purpose was to build teams out of existing 
agencies for better co-ordination, inter-disciplinary understanding and 
adjustment and promotion of an integral programme approach. In their 
respective fields, these commissions and committees would serve as effective 
monitoring mechanisms. 

349. At the apex level, it would be useful to set up a National Co-ordinating 
Co111111ittee for the second IDDA. The composition of this Committee should be 
broad-based including all relevant economic ministries and supporting 
institutions. The Ministry of Industry should provide the secretariat. 

350. At the highest political level, the framework had proposed that a Cabinet 
committee be appointed with the ministers of industry, finance, planning and 
agriculture as members, co-opting other ministers as and when inter-sectoral 
matters arose. This body would provide the overall policy co-ordination, 
scrutinise progress reports and authorize necessary adjustments in the 
approved programme. 

351. The national programmes, with a few exceptions ha'le not considered the 
question of monitoring, or, at any rate, have made no mention of it in the 
programme. This may be due to two reasons: 

1. 

2. 

The national progranunes are at an early stage of formulation and 
consideration and no doubt it is the intention to set in place the 
required mechanisms after the programmes have been firmed up; 
Alternatively, it is possible that the member states have 
consciously decided not to set up any special mechanisms in the 
belief that this would only result in the proliferation of the 
bureaucracy. This was generally the view taken during the first 
IDDA. 
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III. DATA COLLECTION AND PROGRESS REPORTS 

352. The process of monitoring implies two sets of action: 

1. Ensuring the implementation of approved projects and programmes; and 
2. Recording periodically the progress made. 

353. The first set of actions vould, for practical purposes, need to be 
decentralized with specific responsibility placed on particular ministries, 
agencies or instltutions directly concerned. Any attempt at over-centralizing 
this process may only result in creating bureaucratic impediments and may even 
slow down the progress of implementation. 

354. It is in re~pect of the second set of acti~ns that a central point of 
reference is absolutely necessary. This point of reference (referred to in 
the first IDDA as the "focal p~int") should logically be in the Ministry of 
Industry. Whether a new cell should be created for the purpose or whether the 
work should be entrusted to one of the existing units in the Ministry is a 
matter for each member state to decide. The important point is that some 
agency is designated to undertake this responsibility. 

355. We now turn attention to the actual contents of monitoring and the items 
whose progress needs to be watched. Two important points need to be stressed 
at this stage: 

1. It would be desirable to identify and agree on a select critical 
list of items, which will indicate the progress towards 
industrialization. Any attempt at over coverage may make the task 
W1D1anageable and may result in inability to see the wood for the 
~rees; 

2. It is desirable that a common list be adopted by all member 
countries to facilitate inter-country comparisons and to undertake 
comprehensive continental analysis of the progress of the second 
IDDA. 

356. A proposed monitoring coverage 

Basic data 

1. Population 
2. Gross domestic product (GDP) 
3. Per capita income 
4. Manufacturing Value add (MVA) 
5. Percentage of MVA to GDP 
6. Industrial employment 
7. Industrial exports 
8. Average capacity utilization 

Supporting data 

1. Rehabilitation 
a) investments in rehabilitation 
b) increased in production 
c) increased capacity utilization 
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2. Rew investments 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

programmes \Dlder study 
projects approved 
projects \Dlder implementation 
projects commissioned 
investment costs incurred 
value of production 

3. Infrastructure 

Improvements and extensions in 

a) roads 
b) railvays 
c) ports 
d) telecomm\Dlications 
e) energy 
f) industrial housing 
g) industrial sector 

~. Human resource development 

a) investments in institutional infrastructure 
b) training and educational outputs 
c) job creation 
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357. The first task will be to collect up to date data on all these items as 
on l January 1991, the commencing year of the second IDDA. Thereafter, 
periodical updates will be necessary. The periodicity of reporting will vary 
from CO\Dltry to co\Dltry depending on the strength and capability of their 
respective statiEtical organizations. In some member states, monthly or 
quarterly figures are being prepared. For the purpose of IDDA monitoring, an 
annual review and progress report should be adequate. 

358. It is proposed that each member states should provide to the secretariats 
of OAU, ECA and UNIDO (IDDA co-ordinating Unit) the base data for 1991, 
followed by the pr~gress reports at the expiry of every two years. A 
consolidated progress report on the implementation of the second IDDA would be 
pr~sented &t the five meetings of Conference of African Ministers of Industry 
which will be held during the decade. 




